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For validating data streams to detect anomalies, a data stream management system called
SVALI is developed. Based on requirements by the application domain, different stream window
semantics are explored and an extensible set of window forming functions are implemented,
where dynamic registration of window aggregations allow incremental evaluation of aggregate
functions over windows.
To facilitate stream validation on a high level, the system provides two second order
system validation functions, model-and-validate and learn-and-validate. Model-and-validate
allows the user to define mathematical models based on physical properties of the monitored
equipment, while learn-and-validate builds statistical models by sampling the stream in realtime as it flows.
To validate geographically distributed equipment with short response time, SVALI is a
distributed system where many SVALI instances can be started and run in parallel on-board
the equipment. Central analyses are made at a monitoring center where streams of detected
anomalies are combined and analyzed on a cluster computer.
SVALI is an extensible system where functions can be implemented using external libraries
written in C, Java, and Python without any modifications of the original code.
The system and the developed functionality have been applied on several applications, both
industrial and for sports analytics.
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1 Introduction

Traditional database management systems (DBMSs) store data records persistently while queries over the current state of the database contents are
executed on demand. This fits well for business applications such as bank
and accounting systems. However, in the last decades, more and more data
are generated in real-time, e.g. data from stock markets, real time traffic,
click-streams on the internet, sensors installed in the machines, etc. Such
data continuously generated in real time is called data streams. The rate at
which data streams are produced is often very high e.g. megabytes per second, which makes it infeasible to first store streaming data on disk and then
query it. Furthermore, business decisions and production systems rely on
short response times so the delay caused by first storing the data in a database before querying and analyzing it may be unacceptable. For example,
monitoring the healthiness of different components in industrial equipment
requires the system to return the result within seconds. Data stream management systems (DSMSs), such as AURORA [2], STREAM [8], and SCSQ
[69], are designed to deal with this kind of applications. Instead of ad-hoc
queries over static tables, queries over streams are continuous queries (CQs)
since they are continuously running until they are explicitly terminated and
will produce a result streams as long as they are active. Furthermore, since
data streams often are extremely large or infinite, the processing is often
made over only the most recent stream elements, called a stream window.
In order to deliver quality services for industrial equipment it can be continuously monitored to detect and predict failures. As the complexity of the
equipment increases, more and more research is conducted to automatically
and remotely detect abnormal behavior of machines [55]. For example,
Volvo Construction Equipment (Volvo CE) has installed a component called
automatic transmission clutches to monitor the health of the clutch material
of their L90F wheel loaders. Various sensors measuring different signal
variables are installed on the wheel loaders and data from the sensors are
delivered following the CANBUS protocol [21], which is an industry standard protocol to communicate with the data buses in engines and other machines. Expensive statistical computations over the data are required in realtime to detect and predict anomalies so that corresponding actions can be
taken to reduce the cost of maintenance. Furthermore, when the number of
monitored machines increases it is also important that the processing scales.
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In order to validate that the equipment functions according to its specification, streaming data needs to be analyzed in real-time. With our approach,
validation of equipment then becomes a special kind of CQs that analyze
streams from equipment sensors in terms of mathematical models and data
stored in a local database inside the DSMS. This defines the research questions of this Thesis:
1. The overall research question is: How should a data stream management system be designed to enable scalable validation of correct behavior of distributed industrial equipment?
2. What types of stream windows should be defined in order to support analyzes of measurement streams from industrial equipment?
3. How should mechanisms for validating correct behavior of monitored equipment on a high and user-oriented level using CQs be
defined?
4. How can scalable and efficient stream validation be implemented?
In order to answer research question one above, a system called SVALI
(Stream VALIdator) was developed and evaluated in real industrial applications. Paper I describes the overall architecture of SVALI and shows how it
has been used for detecting abnormal behavior of industrial equipment in
use.
Paper II presents SVALI’s window operators suitable for real-time analysis of data from real soccer matches. In particular, the FEW windows were
proposed and evaluated that emits result early, before complete windows are
formed. Furthermore, generalized user defined stream aggregation functions
allowed incremental maintenance of both statistics and dictionaries. More
new window types are proposed in Paper I and Paper III, leading to an extensible window mechanism in SVALI where users can add new kinds of
windows as described in Chapter 3. This answers research question two.
SVALI provides second order system validation functions model--andvalidate and learn-and-validate to specify on a high level CQs calling validation models as parameters, as shown in Paper I and Paper III. The models
are expressed as formulae over streamed data values. For applications where
no physical model can be easily defined, the system can also dynamically
learn a model. This answers research question three.
Window forming functions with user defined aggregations in SVALI are
evaluated in Paper II while parallel execution of validation functions is
evaluated in Paper I and Paper III. This answers research question four.
The Thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, related technologies are
introduced along with references to the contribution of the thesis. Chapter 3
presents the overall architecture of SVALI and its implementation. Chapter 4
summarizes the technical contributions of the research papers on which the
Thesis is based. Finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in Chapter 5.
12

2 Background and Related work

This chapter describes the background of this thesis work. It includes fundamental technologies for Data Stream Management Systems, Data Stream
Windows, Window Operators, Distributed Databases, and Stream Anomaly
Detection. It furthermore introduces the AMOS II and SCSQ systems, which
SVALI extends.

2.1 Data Stream Management Systems
While DBMSs are designed to manage persistently stored data, DSMSs are
developed to deal with applications where data is generated continuously in
real-time, such as scientific instruments, industrial manufacturing, stock
marketing, and traffic monitoring. In the past decades, several DSMS research prototypes were proposed and implemented such as Aurora
[1][2][24][28], STREAM [8][10], NiagaraCQ [27][43][44][46], Gigascope
[30], TelegraphCQ [26][42][52][66], XStream [36][37], and SCSQ [69].
Some of the prototypes have further been developed as commercial DSMSs.
For example, Aurora is the predecessor of StreamBase [60].
2.1.1

Data Stream Elements

A data stream [2][8][11][51][66] is a sequence of continuously delivered
data stream elements each containing one or several measurements or
events. Stream elements have the format:
(ts, v1, v2, … , vi)
Each stream element contains a set of attributes a1, a2, … , ai with values v1,
v2, … , vi . Stream elements can either have uniform or variable number of
attributes.
A time stamp attribute, ts, can be attached to stream elements. The meaning of a time stamp varies. It can, for example, represent:
1. The time when the values were measured [2].
2. The time when the stream elements arrived into the DSMS [8][66].
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Some DSMSs consider time stamp as a special attribute which is not part
of the schema [2][8], while others [2][51] provide both a tuple identifier (ID)
and a time stamp as special attributes.
The semantics of data streams are also discussed in terms of reconstitution functions [46] to represent formally data streams of various forms, for
example, streams of measurements indicating changes of the measured attributes over time. Another approach is tagged streams [35] where stream
elements are represented as insert, update, or delete operations.
Stream tuples may also have a valid time interval as two time stamp attributes, start time and end time [30] representing the time during which an
event happened.
In SVALI the time stamp is normally represented as a real number denoting the number of seconds from a system wide epoc, currently Jan 1, 1970.
Both implicit and explicit time stamps are supported in SVALI.
2.1.2

Continuous Queries

One major difference between traditional DBMSs and DSMSs is that the
size of a data stream is potentially unbounded and it is not feasible to know
the complete state of it when it is queried, so regular passive queries are not
sufficient for searching data streams. Data delivered as streams requires continuous queries (CQs) [2][6][11][51][66], which are queries over streams
that continuously deliver new results as new data arrives to the stream. For
example, if some machines continuously deliver streams of temperature
readings, a continuous query may be:
“Continuously show me the temperature readings for sensor X on equipment of model Y when it is 20% higher temperature than what is specified.”
CQs registered for a stream are applied either over each most recent
stream element as the above example or over a set of recent stream elements,
a stream window, to continuously deliver results to the end-users. An example of a CQ applied on a stream window is:
“Continuously show me the average temperature readings for sensor X on
equipment of model Y every 10 minutes when the average temperature is
20% higher than what is specified.”
In SVALI, CQs are defined as parameterized functions that continuously
iterate through stream elements and emit streams of results [39]. Arbitrary
functions can be applied on the stream elements to do numerical computations and filter data.
In Aurora [2], CQs are defined graphically using a boxes and arrows
paradigm, where tuples flow through a loop free graph of processing operators. Basic operators include Window, Filter, Drop, Map, Group-By, and
Join. Paper IV describes a graphical CQ formulation system for SVALI.
STREAM [8] extends the relational database model in order to cope with
data streams where windows are considered as periodically updated rela14

tions. The query language of STREAM is called CQL [10]. In the STREAM
model, relations to relations are regular SQL queries; Streams to relations
are queries over windows; Relations to streams return three kinds of streams:
Istream (insert stream), Dstream (deletion stream), and Rstream (relation
stream).
Some of the DSMS systems are designed for special applications. For example, NiagaraCQ [27][48] was initially designed for efficient search of
XML files over the internet by exploring shared computations between CQs.
The extension for XQuery to support data streams and window functions in
[19] was designed for XML streams. Gigascope [30] was developed for network applications to analyze the status of the networks and detect intrusions.
XStream [36][37] was designed for analyzing data streams and provides a
library of signal processing functions such as FFT. For domain-specific
stream processing, SVALI provides foreign functions that utilize external
libraries for different applications.
All DSMSs discussed so far, including SVALI, provide high-level declarative user specifications of data stream filters, joins, and transformations
based on CQs. There are also libraries and web services for data stream programming such as Storm [7], Spark Streaming [58], Flink Streaming [6], and
Amazon Kinesis [4] that can be used to develop distributed stream processing programs. By contrast, this thesis work is based on a high-level, useroriented, and declarative data stream query language.

2.2 Stream Windows
A window is a bounded recent set of stream elements over an infinite stream
[2][8][11][18][19][38][50][51][66]. It reflects the current state of a stream
and changes as new data elements arrives from a stream.
The window extent is the set of stream elements in a window. The window extent can be formed in different ways. For example, with count-based
windows the extent has a fixed number of stream elements, with time-based
windows the extent is defined by a time span of time stamped stream elements, while the extent of a landmark window contains a growing set of all
stream elements from some starting point.
The window progress defines how the window moves forward. When it
progresses an old window instance is emitted and a new one starts to be
formed. For example, the window might progress every 10 stream elements
or every 10 seconds.
When the window progresses and a complete window is formed and emitted, a window time stamp can be assigned to the emitted window. There are
different options for defining the time stamp of a window, e.g. (i) the time
stamp of the first element in the window, (ii) the time stamp of the last element in the window, or (iii) the system time when the window is emitted. In
15

SVALI, a stream window is regarded as a stream element having the time
stamp when it was emitted.
The window size, sz, is the number of stream elements in a window extent. For count-based windows the size sz is defined by the number of elements in the window, while for time-based windows, it is defined by time
span between the first and the last stream elements.
The window stride, st, is the number of stream elements that expire from a
window as the window progresses. For example, for sliding windows the
stride st is less than the size sz, while for tumbling window sz = st. For time
windows, the stride is defined as the time span between when it was formed
and when it progresses.
Figure 1 illustrates simple examples of count based tumbling and sliding
windows.

Figure 1 (a) count (sliding) window with the size sz = 5, stride st = 2

Figure 1 (b) count (tumbling) window with the size sz = 5, stride st = 5
SVALI provides an extensible mechanism for defining different kinds of
window semantics [2][8][18][19][38][51]. The following basic window kinds
are supported by SVALI:
• Sliding count windows are windows where the number of elements
in the window is constantly sz and which progresses with a constant
number of elements st < sz elements. For example, sliding count
windows can be used for calculating statistics of sensor readings
with a fixed polling frequency.
• Sliding time windows are windows where the elements in the window are those measurements arriving during a constant time span sz
which progresses every st < sz time units. For example, in Paper II,
one minute sliding time windows with one sec stride are used for
analyzing running statistics of players in a soccer match.
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•

•

Tumbling count windows are windows where the number of elements in a window is constantly sz and which progresses when the
window is full, i.e. sz = st elements. As sliding count windows, tumbling count windows can be used to calculate statistics over streams
with fixed rates.
Tumbling time windows are windows where the elements are those
arriving during a constant time span sz and which progresses when
the time span is expired, i.e. sz = st time units. Similar to sliding
time windows, tumbling time windows are usually used for computing running statistics over time stamped streams. For example, in the
linear road benchmark [9] one minute tumbling time windows are
created to collect road traffic statistics.

2.3 Window Operators
As a window can be seen as a temporary database relation in memory, basic
relational operators also apply on windows. Commonly used operators are:
windows to relations, window selections, window projections, and window
aggregations [8][10].
Windows to Relations. Regular database relations are represented as
bags, which do not guarantee element orders. Therefore, in order to preserve
the order property of a window, in SVALI the vector data type is used to
represent the sequence of elements in a window.
Window Projection and Selection. Window projection and selection
over a window w can be expressed as:
Π a1, a2, … , an (w) where σφ(w)
where a1, a2, … , an are attributes of w and φ is a predicate over the extent
of w.
Note that when the time stamp attribute ts is included in the stream tuples
either implicitly or explicitly, window projection and selection also contains
the ts as one of the attributes in the result.
Window Aggregations are aggregate function over window extents. A
naïve implementation of window aggregations first materializes the extent
and then computes the value of the aggregate function, which has the disadvantage of being space consuming and inefficient for sliding windows with
small strides [17]. SVALI supports dynamic and incremental computation of
window aggregations without need for materialization of the window extent.
This mechanism furthermore generalizes conventional aggregation by allowing incrementally maintaining any data structure as windows progresses, for
example the heat map table of statistics in Paper II.
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2.4 Distributed DSMSs
Some DSMS prototypes [2][8] were initially developed as centralized systems where all the data streams are sent to the system for analysis. This may
have some scalabilities problems. For example, when the stream data volume is scaled up, how can the system still keep up with the real-time requirements? When the number of data stream sources is scaled up, how can
the DSMS process all the data streams while still keeping up?
The first direction in improving scalability is to analyze the query execution plan and place different operators in an optimized order
[13][14][59][71]. Load sharing between different operators is often done by
pushing up or pushing down operators depending on selectivity and cost
estimates. A second direction is to implement special algorithms over sliding
windows, where the aggregated results can be calculated incrementally
[12][31][43]. A third direction is to have load shedding strategies to return
approximated results [3][15][57][62][63].
In particular, to ease the scalabilities issues of a centralized DSMS, distributed DSMSs [28][49][59][69][71] were developed that can efficiently
process CQs over high volume data streams in parallel. For example, high
volume streams are split and then expensive queries over each sub stream
are executed in parallel, over which the results are aggregated [28][69].
SVALI utilizes the parallelization strategies of SCSQ [69]. In SVALI,
DSMS engines are installed both on-board the monitored equipment and in a
central parallel monitoring cluster to which streams are emitted from the onboard SVALI engines using stream uploaders. The monitoring server can be
accessed via a client server API to change the parameters of CQs while they
are running.
For network applications in a distributed setting, to save transmission and
communication costs it is desirable to place some of the operators as close to
the source site as possible [49][59]. Therefore operator placements in the
network are an optimization problem for data stream processing, where both
a greedy (sub-optimal) and optimal algorithms can be used [59]. In SVALI,
this is handled by executing CQs in SVALI systems running on-board monitored equipment. Local CQs making complex computations rather than just
simple filters can be run on-board to reduce the data stream volumes [49].
Aurora* [28] proposed an approach for a distributed environment where
different participating nodes from different domains are cooperating. It enables intra-participant distribution where a name server has full control of all
the Aurora servers. Any operators or sub-queries can be placed in any of the
Aurora nodes within the application domain. Medusa [28] allows interparticipant distribution, in which several autonomous participants are collaborated. In SVALI, a meta-data schema describes all kinds of monitored
equipment in use. A name server keeps track of all distributed SVALI peers.
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2.5 Stream Anomaly Detection
The task of stream anomaly detection is to analyze the status of data streams
to detect measurements that significantly deviate from expected values
[5][23][40][41][54][67][70]. This can be considered as a data stream mining
problem to continuously detect outliers in streams [33][61][68]. This is different from regular data mining, which is done in a store and process fashion. Three main approaches have been proposed for detecting outliers in the
data streams, i) distance-based outlier detection [5][33][41][61][67] and
Paper V. ii) density-based outlier detection [61][67]. iii) angle-based outlier
detection [68]. Distance-based outliers are specified by two parameters, k
and d. A stream element is an outlier when there are no more than k elements
within d distance from it. Density-based outliers are defined similar as density based cluster algorithm, where a stream element is an outlier when it is
neither a core point nor an edge point [67]. Angle-based outliers are done by
ranking the value of angle-based outlier factor [68]. A stream element is
defined as an outlier when it is ranked in the least-k list.
Historical data are often very useful for building real-time outlier detection models [40][70], especially when online data streams are dynamically
changing or containing random noise. By utilizing historical data, the online
detecting algorithm can be refined and smoothed [40]. This often can be
done in two phases: offline learning, and online learning [70]. SVALI provide two system functions, model_n_validate() and learn_n_validate() to
monitor data streams from equipment. The model can be either built offline,
as in Paper I, or online, as in Paper III, and then stored in the main memory
database for online validations.

2.6 AMOS II and SCSQ
This thesis work is built on top of the functional database management system AMOS II [39] and the DSMS SCSQ [69]. The basic primitives of the
AMOS II functional data model are objects, types, and functions. AMOS II
has two kinds of objects, literal and surrogate objects, where literals are immutable objects like numbers and strings while surrogate objects are mutable
based OIDs managed by the system. Objects can also be collections. A query
in AMOS II is defined through a select statement where a variable can be
bound to typed objects from any domain, and functions can be used in both
the result and the condition. Stored functions model the attributes of entities
and relationships between them. Derived functions define views as queries
over other functions. They are similar to views in relational DBMS, but can
be parameterized views similar to prepared queries in JDBC. Foreign functions are (parameterized) functions defined in external programming languages such as C or Java.
19

SCSQ [69] is a Data Stream Management system that enables queries
over large volume data streams by massive parallelization. It enables high
level specifications of distributed stream queries with advanced computations. The scalability problem is alleviated by splitting streams into substreams, over which expensive CQs can be executed in parallel. The stream
query language called SCSQL allows the user to specify the parallelization
strategies on a high level.
The SVALI system extends both AMOS II and SCSQ. Detailed descriptions about the contributions of this thesis are presented in the next chapter.
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3 The SVALI (Stream VALIdator) System

To show how a stream management can support data monitoring and analysis, fault detection, malfunction avoidance, collaboration support, and decision making, the SVALI system was developed as a part of the Smart Vortex
Project [57]. It was used for analyzing data streams from three different industrial companies, Volvo CE, Bosch Rexroth, and Sandvik Coromant. A
demonstrator (http://www.it.uu.se/research/group/udbl/SmartVortexDemo.mp4) shows
how data from the three industries could be combined and monitored. A
screen shot of the UI is shown in Figure 2. The left upper pane shows a list
of the machines currently being monitored by SVALI, under which there is a
map of equipment alerts visualized as red colored dots appearing in real time
when abnormal conditions are detected. The top middle pane shows information about the selected machines, under which information about monitored
sensors are shown. The top right pane visualizes in real-time the results of
the CQs currently running.

Figure 2. The SVALI demo

The shown alert conditions are transmission slip detection in wheel loaders
from Volvo CE, the temperature of hydraulic drive coolers for wood crushers from Bosch Rexroth, and broken mill and drill detection from Sandvik
Coromant.
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The rest of this chapter presents the architecture of SVALI and highlights
my contributions to it.

3.1 System Architecture
Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of the Stream VALIdator (SVALI) system.

Figure 3. SVALI architecture

The SVALI architecture consists of three software layers: applications,
monitoring server, and data source systems.
In the figure data streams from different data sources are emitted to a
SVALI monitoring server at a monitoring site. The monitoring server processes queries that transform, combine, and analyze data streams from different streaming data sources. Different kinds of application programs access
the monitoring server to perform various analyses. The applications access
the monitoring center by sending CQs to it through the external API. The
application can be, e.g., a visualizer that graphically displays data streams
derived from malfunctioning equipment to indicate what is wrong, a graphi22

cal query formulator, Paper IV, with which CQs are constructed on a high
level, or a stream logger that saves derived streams on disk as CSV files.
SVALI is a distributed DSMS so that SVALI peers can be installed not
only in the monitoring site but also directly on-board the monitored equipment or as clients to other SVALI peers. Each SVALI peer manages its own
main-memory database that contains an ontology and local data.
As shown in the figure, a global ontology, describing meta-data about all
kinds of monitored equipment, is installed in the monitoring server, while
local ontologies, describing particular monitored equipment, are installed in
SVALI peers running at different source sites.
The global ontology integrates data from different streaming data sources.
It is organized in three levels. The validation model, presented in Section
3.4, identifies anomalies in monitored equipment in terms of the equipment
model. The equipment model is a common meta-data model that describes
general properties common to all kinds of equipment, e.g. meta-data about
sensor models and wheel loaders. The equipment model for our scenario
application is shown in Figure 5. The data source model maps raw data from
different data sources to the equipment model.
The local ontology on a site also has three levels. The local data source
model maps raw data for a particular kind of data source to the equipment
model. In order to identify anomalies locally for each monitored machine, a
local validation model is installed at each site. Since each streaming data
source is encapsulated by a SVALI peer, local CQs can be executed over the
local ontology. This enables each peer to analyze local data streams to produce reduced streams of anomaly measurements, which are continuously
emitted to the monitoring server where anomalies from many sites are collected, combined, and analyzed. In Paper I it is shown how local validation
enables efficient and scalable monitoring of the expected behavior of each
wheel loader.
To handle computations in CQs that cannot be expressed as built-in functions and operators, the SVALI engine provides a plug-in mechanism where
algorithms defined in various programming languages can be called in CQs.
Examples of algorithms are numerical computations, pattern matchings,
optimizations, and classifications. Plug-ins for Python and Java engines are
available so that algorithms written in these languages can be used by
SVALI without any changes of the original code.
SVALI can hook up to new kinds of equipment by defining data stream
interfaces to SVALI systems running on-board the monitored equipment via
the plug-in mechanisms. Once a data stream interface is defined for a particular kind of streaming data source the data streaming from any instances
of an interfaced source can be freely used in CQs processed by SVALI. The
derived data streams produced by local CQs can be forwarded to other
SVALI nodes or to applications.
23

Figure 4 summarizes the implemented contributions of this Thesis.

plug-in to external libraries

input stream

window forming functions

validation model
equipment model

stream uploader

data source model

stream validator
model and validate
learn and validate

SCSQ

DSMS client server API

input stream

Data Stream Interfaces

input stream

ontology

Figure 4. implemented contributions of SVALI

The SVALI system is built on top of the SCSQ data stream management
system.
1. Data Stream Interfaces define stream interface functions that map
external raw data streams into the internal format that SVALI supports. For example, in Paper III, raw data streams are streamed from
a CORENET server to SVALI through the CORENET data stream
interface. In Paper I, we developed a data stream interface called the
CANBUS data stream interface that follows the standard CANBUS
protocol.
2. Window forming functions are SVALI functions that construct new
windows of different kinds and then maintain the data structures to
represent the states of the windows as they progress. The internal
functioning of window forming functions will be described in Section 3.3.1.
3. The stream uploader, described in Paper I, continuously transmits
data streams to the monitoring server. Security is increased by having a firewall between monitoring servers and the data sources.
4. The three level ontology is the meta-data for monitored equipment
described above. The data source model semantically enriches the
raw data streams. The equipment model describes the meta-data
about all kinds of machines in different application scenarios. The
validation model utilizes the stream validator and the equipment
model to validate data streams of different kinds defined by data
source models.
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5. The stream validator implements the two ways of validating data
streams: model-and-validate and learn-and-validate as described in
Paper I and Paper III. Instead of writing complex CQs the user only
needs to define a model function and a validate function which are
passed to either model_n_validate() or learn_n_validate(). As shown
in Paper I and Paper III, when pushing down the validation functions as close as possible to the data stream sources the stream volumes can be significantly reduced and thus reduces the communication costs between data sources and the monitoring server.
6. Plug-ins to external libraries allows to import external data mining
algorithms as foreign functions to be used in CQs. For example, in
Paper I, the validation function uses statistical algorithms that are
implemented in Python.
3.1.1

Data source systems

Raw data streams are generated at different sites. Examples of producers of
raw data streams are: sensors installed in the hardware equipment, transaction logs, and other data stream producing software. The data stream interfaces transform the raw data into the internal format supported by SVALI.
Rather than having to define new data stream interfaces for every kind of
data stream source, the data stream interfaces are implemented as parameterized functions that support a communication protocol for communication
with a particular kind of streaming data source. For example, if several different machines deliver streaming data using the same protocol, the same
generic data stream interface function can be used for all instances of the
same equipment, where function parameters specify the identity and other
properties of each accessed data stream.
In Figure 3, one source is data streams from wheel loaders at Volvo CE,
which are streamed to the monitoring server through a SVALI peer via a
CANBUS data stream interface. A second stream data source is the stream
from a milling machine at Sandvik Coromant through the CORENET data
stream interface. Another important kind of data source is CSV files containing logged data streams. A CSV reader reads CSV files and emits the rows
as data stream elements to SVALI.
The data format produced by a data stream interface is represented on a
low level as raw data tuples, which are numerical vectors contain no metadata about the values in the fields of a stream element, making the CQs very
unintuitive and error prone. To enable defining CQs over data streaming
from monitored equipment in terms of the equipment model the raw data
streams need to be semantically enriched by mapping the raw data tuples to
the equipment model. This makes CQs meaningful and easier to understand
than CQs directly over raw data streams.
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Consider a very simple example of a CQ to return a derived stream of
time stamped power consumption measurements exceeding 10 KW from a
raw data stream of vectors s. Without any semantic enrichment, the CQ is
formulated as:
select e[0], e[4]
from Stream s, Vector of Number e
where millRow[4] > 10 and e in s;

Here, the in operator extracts elements e from the stream s. The semantically enriched CQ is formulated as:
select timeStamp(e), power(e)
from Stream s, Vector of Number e
where power(s) > 10 and e in s;

In this case, the data source model uses two derived functions defined
over the raw stream tuple e:
create function timeStamp(Vector e) -> Number as e[0];
create function power(Vector e) -> Number as e[4];

Another advantage of the semantic enrichment is that one can overload
the access functions so that the data formats in the streams can evolve without changing any CQs that use the meta-data functions. For instance, if the
format of the stream tuple is changed from vectors to JSON records, one
only needs to redefine the access functions:
create function timeStamp(Record e) -> Number as e[“ts”];
create function power(Record e) -> Number as e[“power”];

One problem with semantic enrichment is that when there are many different kinds of streams one needs to manually define an access function for
each attribute in the stream tuples. When the number of attributes is large,
the definition of access functions becomes tedious.
To simplify the task of defining access functions for streams, SVALI provides a mechanism to generate access functions based on meta-data in the
data source model. Instead of defining the functions accessing stream element attributes manually, semantics about the stream elements are stored as
meta-data and used to automatically generate the access functions.

3.2 The Equipment Model
Figure 5 shows SVALI’s equipment model for Smart Vortex [57]. It contains the ontology for the applications.
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Figure 5. Meta-data Schema
A hierarchy of stream objects is presented at the top. The type DataStream is
a super-class representing all kinds of data streams. RawDataStream and
StoredStream are its subclasses. RawDataStream represent streams that are
generated directly from equipment. In Sandvik Coromant, the data is generated from sensors installed on machines transmitted by CORENET, this is
modeled as CORENETStream being a subclass of RawDataStream. The data
from wheel loaders at Volvo CE are streamed following the CANBUS protocol. This is modeled as CANBUSStream, which is also a subclass of RawDataStream. Similarly, HagglundsStream represents the stream from Bosch
Rexroth. There might also be more specific stream subclasses, for example
in Sandvik, MillStream and DrillStream are streams from mill machines and
drill machines, respectively.
At the bottom of the figure, the type Machine represents different models
of machines. MachineInstallation represents a physical machine located at a
Location. The type Sensor describes the properties of different kinds of sen27

sor models. There is a set of SensorInstallations on each machine installation. A SensorInstallation generates a RawDataStream.

3.3 Stream windows
In order to facilitate the advanced monitoring required by our applications,
SVALI provides an extensible set of stream window semantics in addition to
the basic window primitives described in Section 2.2. The following kinds of
windows are in particular needed by the applications:
• Partition windows are tumbling windows where new windows are
started when a certain stream element attribute changes. Time or
count windows cannot be used to identify this kind of windows because the window size is dynamically varying. For example, the
window progresses when an attribute ag indicates the current gear of
a wheel loader and its value vg changes between two consecutive
stream elements. Notice that this is different from the partition windows in [38][48], because in SVALI new partition windows are created whenever a partitioning attribute changes between consecutive
stream elements (Paper I), rather than splitting the stream based on
some attribute(s).
• Predicate windows are windows where the start and stop points of a
window are defined as predicates that determine the extent of the
window. As partition windows, the window size is varying and depends on two predicates. For example, in Sandvik the matching
process cycle is indicated by a flag, so the window starts when the
flag is changed from 0 to 1 and stops when the flag is changed from
1 to 0. Another example is forming windows when some attribute,
e.g. temperature, of consecutive stream elements are larger than a
threshold, e.g. 100 ºC. The window starts to accumulate stream elements when the temperature is larger than 100 ºC and the window is
emitted when the temperature becomes lower than 100 ºC. Unlike
the predicate window in [34] being a condition over the latest state
of an object property, in SVALI predicate windows are defined as
state changes over successive stream element attribute values.
•
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Frequently emitted windows. Another issue is how often results
are emitted from windows, the window emitting rate r. Statistics
over window extents are usually emitted when the window progresses. This causes delays for large window sizes. For example, in
Paper II, 10 minutes time windows over soccer match data is
formed. However, the partially aggregated data needs to be emitted
every minute, rather than waiting 10 minutes for the full aggregation
to be emitted. To reduce the delay of the emitted results they can be

delivered before the window progresses. This is supported in SVALI
by a special kind of window called frequently emitted windows
(FEW) where the emission rate can be specified as a parameter. For
example, for a time window of size sz = 10 minutes, the emitting
rate may be one minute, so that statistics are delivered every minute
without waiting for the complete 10 minutes window to be formed.
3.3.1

Window forming functions

Different kinds of streams of windows are formed by corresponding window
forming functions. They are SVALI functions that construct, maintain, and
emit stream windows of a specific kind. The extents of the windows in a
stream are populated as the stream progresses. This section describes how
the different kinds of window streams are formed.
Windows can be nested to arbitrary depth by calling window forming
functions over streams of windows formed by other window forming functions. The child windows stay in memory as long as there is at least one parent window referencing them and are automatically deallocated by garbage
collector otherwise.
Count based windows
Streams of count based windows are formed using the window forming
function cwindowize():
cWindowize(Stream s, Number sz, Number st)->Stream of Window w

It emits a stream of windows w each having size sz elements and with
stride st elements over a stream s.
For example, the following query returns a stream of count sliding windows with size ten and stride one from a CANBUS stream on channel two.
select cWindowize(CANStream(2), 10, 1);

Time based windows
Time based window streams are defined by the function tWindowize():
tWindowize(Stream s, Function ts, Number sz, Number st)
-> Stream of Window w

Here the size sz and stride st are defined in seconds. The functional argument ts() specifies how to access the value of the time stamp from a stream
element in s.
Partition windows
Partition window streams are formed by window function partWindowize():
partWindowize(Stream s, Function partitionBy)
-> Stream of Window
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The functional argument partitionBy(Object o) -> Object p computes from each stream element o a partition key p, which indicates a new
window when p is different in two consecutive stream elements.
Predicate windows
Predicate window streams are formed by the window function pWindowize():
pWindowize(Stream s, Function start, Function stop)
-> Stream of Window

It creates a stream of windows based on two boolean functions called the
window start condition and the window stop condition:
•

The window start condition is specified by a start function,
startfn(Object s) -> Boolean. It returns true if a stream element
s indicates that a new window is started, in which case s is the start
tuple of the window.

•

The window stop condition is specified by a stop function,
stopfn(Object s, Object r) -> Boolean, that receives the start
tuple s and a current stream tuple r. It returns true if the current tuple
indicates that the window has ended.

Frequently emitted windows
Streams of frequently emitted windows are defined by two window functions fewCWindowize() for FEW count windows and fewTWindowize() for
FEW time windows:
fewCWindowize(Stream s, Number sz, Number st, Number ef)
-> Stream of Window pw
fewTWindowize(Stream s, Function timefn, Number sz, Number st,
Number ef) -> Stream of Window pw

New partial windows, pw, are emitted not only when the window is full,
i.e. the size sz is reached, but every ef units before that. The early emitted
windows are landmark sub-windows of the elements of the full window being formed, while the final emitted windows are the full windows.
3.3.2

Window Operators

Stream windows are implemented as first class collection objects. The following are examples of functions over windows:
vref(window w, integer i) -> Object
window_count(window w) -> Number
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ts(Window w) -> Number

The in operator can be used for extracting elements from windows. The
function vref(window w, integer i) -> Object accesses the ith element of in
the window w, with syntax w[i]. window_count(window w) -> Number returns the number of stream elements in the window w, while ts() returns the
time stamp of the window as seconds since epoc. The following is an example of a query over a stream of count sliding windows with size 100 elements and stride one element from a CANBUS stream on channel two:
select ts(w), window_count(w)
from Window w
where w in cWindowize(CANStream(2), 100, 1);

3.3.3

User Defined Incremental Window Aggregation

SVALI supports incrementally evaluated user defined aggregate functions
over stream windows. To define a new aggregate function, the user has to
define the SVALI functions initfn(), addfn(), and removefn() and register
them with the window manager:
• initfn() -> Object o_new creates a new aggregation object,
o_new, which represents the accumulated state of an aggregate function over a window. The object can be a single number or a complex
data structure such as a dictionary in Paper II.
• addfn(Object o_cur, Object e) -> Object o_nxt takes the
current aggregation object o_cur and the current stream element e
and returns the updated aggregation object o_nxt.
• removefn(Object o_cur, Object e_exp) -> Object o_nxt removes from the current aggregation object o_cur the contribution of
an element e_exp that has expired from a window. It returns the updated o_nxt.
A user defined aggregate function is registered with the system function:
aggregate_function(Charstring agg_name, Charstring initfn,
Charstring addfn, Charstring removefn)
-> Object

For example, the following shows how to define the aggregate function
mysum() over windows of number containing power consumption measurements:
create function initsum() -> Number s as 0;
create function addsum(Number s_cur, Number e) -> Number s_nxt
as s_cur + e;
create function removesum(Number s_cur, Number e_exp)
-> Number s_xt
as s_cur – e_exp;

These functions are registered to the system as the aggregate function mysum() by the function call:
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aggregate_function(“mysum”,”initsum”,”addsum”,”removesum”);

After the registration mysum() can be used transparently in CQs as function calls mysum(w), where w is a stream window object, for example to
continuously calculate the sum of power consumptions collected in sliding
windows having 100 elements:
select mysum(w)
from Window w
where w in cWindowize(power(CANStream(2)), 100, 1);

Here the call to the function power() (Section 3.1.1) over a CANBUS
stream produces a stream of power consumptions for each element in the
CANBUS stream CANStream(2).
3.3.4

Implementation

A window forming function maintains the window instances as a window
progresses. It internally creates window descriptors, WDs that represent
states of window instances. Figure 6 shows two window descriptors, wd and
wd’ represent two states of a sliding window.
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Figure 6. implementation of window descriptor

A window descriptor is a structure having the following attributes:
• The attribute aggregates points to a list of aggregators describing the
aggregate functions active for the window instance. It is used for incrementally maintaining an aggregator value aggVal for each use of an aggregation function over the window. Each aggregator contains a name of
an aggregate function, aggfn, together with the functions initfn(),
addfn(), and removefn(), to incrementally maintain the aggregator value
aggVal. An aggregator value can be simple values or complex structures
as in Paper II.
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•

•
•
•
•

If the elements are time stamped, the attribute time_span is computed as
the difference between the time stamps of the last and first elements of
the list of stream elements, the element list, required to maintain the
window kind. Notice that the time span of a time window instance may
be smaller than the window size specified by its window forming function.
If the window is a FEW window, the emit frequency specifies the emit
rate.
The time stamp of the window is stored in attribute ts. It is omitted for
windows that are not time stamped.
Attribute size is the number of elements in the window extent.
Continuously arriving stream elements are added by the window forming function to the element list. The element list is represented by startp
and endp pointers that point to its first and last stream element, respectively. When new elements are received by the window forming function
they are added to the end.

Maintaining window instances
Figure 6 illustrates a situation where elements e1 – e10 have arrived to a
window forming function. There are two window instances described by the
window descriptors wd and wd’ having the element lists l and l’, respectively. The elements e5 – e8 are shared between the two element lists. After
a window descriptor has been emitted, a new window descriptor is created
where all properties are modified in order to represent the new state of the
progressed window. The old descriptor is not updated so that references to it
from other system objects (e.g. parent windows) can still use the old state. In
the figure a window instance wd has been emitted and wd’ is formed. Old
stream elements stay in memory when there are at least one window descriptors referencing them; otherwise an incremental garbage collector frees
them. In the figure, e1 and e2 are freed because they are not referenced by
other objects.
SVALI allows separating window emits not only when the window is full
but also before that, as required by FEW windows. For a FEW window with
size sz, stride st, and emit frequency ef, an early emit happens every ef units
without considering whether the window has reached the size sz or not. Early
emitted windows are partial windows of the complete window, i.e. the element lists of the early emitted windows will have the same start pointers
startp but different end pointers endp. A final emit happens only when the
window is full where the window has the full size sz. After the complete
window has been emitted, the window progresses forward with stride st, i.e.
the start pointer startp of the element list moves forward with stride st.
Maintaining window aggregates
New aggregate functions are registered to a window descriptor dynamically
when the aggregate function is called for the window instance the first time.
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When a window is formed there are no aggregators; instead they are dynamically added by the aggregate functions. The approach is flexible, provides incremental evaluation of aggregate functions, and maintains old versions of each window instance as it slides. It is interfaced with an incremental garbage collector that removes expired elements and window descriptors no longer referenced. Windows can be nested to arbitrary levels.
The following pseudo-code illustrates how an aggregate function aggfn()
is implemented with a window descriptor wd as parameter:
aggfn(wd):
wd is a window descriptor
if aggfn is registered on wd then
return aggVal of aggfn in wd
else
register aggfn to wd
calculate aggVal for wd
by first calling aggfn.initfn()
and then calling aggfn.addfn() for each element in wd
return aggVal;

The window forming functions implement the incremental evaluation as new
stream elements arrive and old expire. The following pseudo-code shows
how windows are maintained incrementally for time based, count based, and
FEW sliding and tumbling windows:
window_former(s, sz, st):
s is a handle to the incoming stream
sz is the size of the window
st is the stride of the window
wd is a new window descriptor
for each arrived stream element e in s
add e to the of the element list of wd
increment wd.endp and wd.size
for each aggfn registered with wd
aggfn.addfn(e, aggVal); //add the contribution of e
if wd is FEW window then
emit wd
wd = copy_descriptor(wd)
else if wd.size == sz then
emit wd
wd = copy_descriptor(wd)
move wd.startp st steps forward
for each expired element es
for each aggfn in wd
aggfn.removefn(es, aggVal)//remove the contribution
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The function copy_descriptor(wd) copies the window descriptor and its
aggregators but not the element list. Thus, a new window instance is created
when the window progresses without updating old instances, providing multiple versions of window instances.
Defining a new window types is done by making new window forming
functions. For example, for predicate and partition windows the window
forming functions maintain the element list by calling user functions rather
than using sz and st. The pseudo code for predicate and partitions windows is
in http://www.it.uu.se/research/group/udbl/SVALIWindows.pdf

3.4 Data Stream Validation
In order to detect unexpected equipment behaviour, a validation model defines the correctness of a kind of equipment by a set of validation functions,
which for each validated stream from the equipment produces a validation
stream describing the differences between measured and expected measurements. The validation model is stored as meta-data in the local database.
Each tuple in a validation stream has the format (ts, mv, x, …) where ts is the
time of the measurement, mv is the measured value, and x is the expected
value. In addition, application dependent values describing the anomaly are
included in each validation stream element. For example, a CANBUS stream
contains measurements of different kinds, so the validation stream elements
include an identifier of the anomaly, called a signal identifier. The validation
models can also produce alert streams, whose elements are time stamped
error messages describing the detected anomalies. Empty strings indicate
normal behaviour.
The validation functions can be executed per received element to test for
anomalies. This kind of validation is called instant validation. A simple example of this kind is, “The temperature of functioning equipment should not
exceed 90°C”.
Some monitoring is based on stream windows rather than individual
stream elements. In SVALI this is naturally handled since the result of a
window forming function is a stream of windows. For example, manufacturing often is cyclic since the same behavior is repeated for each manufactured
item. Monitoring manufacturing cycles sometimes is more meaningful than
instant validations of the measurements during the cycle. This kind of validation requires the validation models to be built based on stream windows
and is called window validation. For example, instead of validating the temperature of the equipment for each time interval, the moving average of the
temperature during each manufacturing cycle is checked. The manufacturing
cycle is defined as predicate windows indicating when a manufacturing tool
is active.
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3.4.1

Model-and-validate

The expected value can be estimated based on a physical model, which produces expected values based on physical properties of the monitored equipment. Physical models are defined as user defined functions that map measured parameters to the monitored variables. To detect anomalies, each element of a received stream is checked against the physical model of the
equipment stored as a validation model in the local database. For example, in
Paper III a mathematical model is developed estimating the expected normal
power usage based on sensor readings in stream elements. The mathematical
model is expressed as derived functions and installed in SVALI’s local database. The system provides a general function, called model_n_validate(),
which compares data elements in CQs with the installed physical model and
emits a validation stream of significant deviations. It has the following signature:
model_n_validate(Bag of Stream s, Function modelfn,
Function validate fn)
-> Stream of (Number ts, Object m, Object x, …)

The second input parameter, modelfn(Object r, ...) -> Object x, is a function defining the physical model where an expected value x is defined in
terms of a received stream element r. The received stream element r can be,
e.g., a number, a vector, or a window. The expected value x can be a single
value or a collection of values specifying allowed properties of r. In particular, if r is a window containing many measurements, x can be a set of allowed values. The function validatefn(Object r, Object x, ...) -> Bag of
(Number ts, Charstring mid, Object m) specifies whether a received stream
element r is invalid compared to the expected value x as computed by the
model function. In case r is invalid the validation function returns a set of
tuples (ts, mid, m) representing the time of each invalid measurement m
named mid detected in r. The model function can also be a stored function
populated by, e.g., mining historical data. In that case the reference model is
first mined offline and the computed parameters explicitly stored in the
stored function modelfn() passed to model_n_validate().
CQ specifications involving model-and-validate calls are sent to a SVALI
server as a text string for dynamic execution. It is up to the SVALI server to
determine how to execute the CQs in an efficient way.
3.4.2

Learn-and-validate

In cases where a mathematical model of the normal behavior is not easily
obtained the system provides an alternative validation mechanism to learn
the expected behavior by dynamically building a statistical reference model
based on sampled normal behavior measured during the first n stream elements in a stream. Once the reference model has been learned it is used to
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validate the rest of the stream. This is called learn-and-validate and is implemented by a stream function with the following signature:
learn_n_validate(Bag of Stream s, Function learnfn, Integer n,
Function validatefn)
-> Stream of (Number ts, Object m, Object x, …)

The learning function, learnfn(Vector of Object f)->Object x, specifies
how to collect statistics x as a reference model of the expected behavior,
based on a sequence f of the n first streams elements.
As for model-and-validate, the validation function, validatefn(Object r,
Object x, …)-> Bag of (Number ts, Charstring mid, Object m), returns a set
of tuples (ts, mid, m) whenever a measured value m named mid in r is invalid
at time ts compared to the reference value x returned by the learning function.
The function learn_n_validate() returns a validation stream of tuples (ts,
m, x) with time stamp ts, measured value m, and the expected value x according to the reference model learned from the first n normally behaving stream
elements.
In Paper III learn-and-validate is used to validate drill cycles.
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4 Technical Contributions

Details of the technical contributions of the thesis are described by the research papers below. Short summaries of the research questions covered in
each paper are as follows.

4.1 Paper I
C. Xu, E. Källström, T. Risch, J. Lindström, L. Håkansson, and J. Larsson:
Scalable Validation of Industrial Equipment using a Functional DSMS, submitted for journal publication, 2016.
Summary
In Volvo Construction Equipment, clutch failures may lead to unnecessary
costs of expensive downtime and maintenance of construction equipment
machines. An efficient solution is to apply data mining algorithms such as
feature extraction and classification methods on data streams from sensors
on-board. The functional model of the DSMS SVALI is used to define metadata about the equipment at Volvo CE. The anomaly detection models over
raw numerical data streams are defined in terms of the meta-data model. To
monitor machines that are geographically distributed, SVALI can start up
many peers, where at each site customized CQs are installed. The validation
CQs are defined using model-and-validate.
For security reasons the monitored machines are located behinds firewalls, i.e. raw data streams are protected. The stream uploader module
makes it possible for on-board SVALI peers to transmit transformed and
filtered data streams to the monitoring server.
In the paper the number of machines to be monitored, the rate of each
streams, and the number of CQs are scaled to investigate the scalability of
the system with respect to system throughput and response time.
The paper partly answers research question two by using a partition window to capture gearshifts of wheel loaders. It further answers research question three and four.
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I am the primary author of this paper. This work is based on a real SVALI
installation at Volvo CE. The other authors contributed to algorithm development, discussions, and paper writing.

4.2 Paper II
S. Badiozamany, L. Melander, T. Truong, C. Xu, and T. Risch: Grand Challenge: Implementation by Frequently Emitting Parallel Windows and UserDefined Aggregate Functions, Proc. The 7th ACM International Conference
on Distributed Event-Based Systems, DEBS 2013, Arlington, Texas, USA,
June 29 - July 3, 2013.
Summary
We implemented the grand challenge of DEBS using SVALI. The data from
this challenge is generated from a number of sensors installed on shoes of
the participants and the football of a soccer game. The rate of the data from
the shoes is 200 HZ and from the football 2000 HZ. The challenge is to answer four CQs in real time: (Q1) running analysis, (Q2) ball possessions,
(Q3) heat map computations, and (Q4) detecting shots on goal. To be able to
return results within required time limit, the new window type FEW (frequency emitting window) was developed, where partial windows are returned to downstream operators. FEW windows are necessary when the result from a window computation must be emitted before the full window is
formed when the window slides.
In our implementation, the computation is significantly simplified and
improved by incremental evaluation of window aggregations. By defining
initfn(), addfn(), and removefn(), user defined incremental aggregation functions can be registered on windows dynamically.
The paper partly answers research question two with the window type
FEW. It partly answers research question four by showing the scalability of
the system.
I implemented the FEW window type and the user defined incremental
window aggregations. I fully implemented Q3 and partly implemented Q1
and Q2. I am also responsible for setting up the overall execution data
stream flow. The other authors contributed to query implementation, discussions, and paper writing.
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4.3 Paper III
C. Xu, D. Wedlund, M. Helgoson, and T. Risch: Model-based Validation of
Streaming Data, The 7th ACM International Conference on Distributed
Event-Based Systems, DEBS 2013, Arlington, Texas, USA, June 29 - July 3,
2013.
Summary
In the Sandvik scenario, it has been identified that suitable combination of
cutting tools, process parameters, machine tools and cutting strategies will
support efficient manufacturing of parts leading to less power consumption.
In some cases, the monitoring can be done by a physical model estimating
the power consumption based on sensor measurements, i.e. model-andvalidate. In other cases no pre-defined model can be built, instead the model
is learnt by collecting statistics of normally behaving machines of the same
kind, i.e. learn-and-validate. The paper shows that when scaling the number
of monitored machines the validation can still meet the real time requirement
by parallel stream processing.
The paper partly answers research question two by proposing predicate
windows that capture the cyclic behavior of streams from manufacturing
equipment. The validation functionalities and the experiments partly answer
research question three and four.
I am the primary of this paper. The work is based on a real application
from Sandvik Coromant. The other authors contributed to the discussions
and paper writing.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, the SVALI system is presented, which is a DSMS to analyze
streams in order to detect anomalies in monitored equipment. Anomalies in
the behavior of heavy-duty equipment streams are detected by running
SVALI on-board the machines. Anomaly detection rules are expressed declaratively as continuous queries over mathematical or statistical models that
match incoming streamed sensor readings against an on-board database of
normal readings.
To process high volume data streams, SVALI includes a set of stream
window forming functions, such as time windows and count windows. To
support the industrial application domain three new window types have been
added: predicate windows, partition windows, and FEW windows along with
a mechanism to dynamically plug-in user defined incremental aggregate
functions over windows.
To enable scalable validation of geographically distributed equipment,
SVALI is a distributed system where many SVALI instances can be started
and run in parallel on the equipment. Central analyses are made in a monitoring center where streams of detected anomalies are combined and analyzed on a cluster.
The functional data model of SVALI provides definition of meta-data and
validations models in terms of typed functions. Continuous queries are expressed declaratively in terms of functions where streams are first class objects. Furthermore, SVALI is an extensible system where functions can be
implemented using external libraries written in C, Java, and Python.
To control the transmission of equipment data streams to the monitoring
center data streams from the equipment are transmitted to the monitoring
center using a stream uploader.
To enable stream validation on a high level, the system provides two system validation functions, model_n_validate() and learn_n_validate().
model_n_validate() allows the user to define mathematical models based on
physical properties of the equipment to detect unexpected deviations of values in stream elements. The model can also be built using historical data and
then stored in the database as reference model. By contrast,
learn_n_validate() builds statistical model by sampling the stream online as
it flows. The model can also be re-learnt in order to keep updated, e.g. after
every time units or amount of stream elements.
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Experimental results show that the distributed SVALI architecture enable
scalable monitoring and anomaly detection with low response times when
the number of monitored machines and their data stream rates increase. The
experiments were made using real data recorded in running equipment. The
experiments show that parallel validation where expensive computations are
done in the local SVALI peers enables fast response time and high throughput.
One direction of future work is to have more complicated joins of different kinds of data streams from different equipment exploring more information about the streams. New scalability challenges may come up w.r.t. parallel stream joins and distribution of data stream operators. Another direction
is to analyze parallelization strategies when there are shared computations
between CQs over the same data stream. For example, in SVALI, the model
and validation functions of model_n_validate() and learn_n_validate() may
have overlapping definitions and it is worth exploring parallel shared computations between different validation CQs.
In SVALI, different windows are created by a set of window forming
functions. We plan to continue exploring the window semantics to have a
more general way to define and extend new stream windows. Putting index
over stream windows is also an interesting future work.
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6 Summary in Swedish

Traditionella databashanteringssystem (DBMS) som Oracle, SQL Server och
MySQL lagrar data som permanenta tabeller på disk. Användaren kan sedan
specificera frågor uttryckta i ett frågespråk för att göra sökningar över tabellerna som de ser ut vid frågetillfället. Denna modell är utmärkt för många
vanliga databastillämpningar, till exempel för kontohantering i banktillämpningar.
Under senare år genererar många system data i realtid, vilket inte passar
in i den traditionella modellen. Det gäller t.ex. för aktiehandel, trafikövervakning och sensorer på maskiner. Dessa system genererar data i realtid som
dataströmmar av mätvärden, ofta med mycket hög volym per tidsenhet, kanske megabytes eller gigabytes per sekund, vilket gör det opraktiskt eller
t.o.m. omöjligt att först lagra data på disk och sedan söka i data som i den
traditionella modellen. Dessutom kräver moderna beslutstöd- och produktionssystem mycket snabb respons när verkligheten ändras så den fördröjning som orsakas av att först lagra och sedan söka data kan vara oacceptabel.
Till exempel att övervaka tillståndet hos olika komponenter i industriella
maskiner kräver att systemet kan reagera snabbare än en sekund. För att
stödja den sortens tillämpningar har en ny typ av system utvecklats under
senare år, så kallade dataströmhanteringssystem (DSMS), t.ex. AURORA
[2], STREAM [8] och i Uppsala SCSQ [69]. Sökningar över strömmar specificeras som kontinuerliga frågor (eng. continuous queries, CQs) eftersom de
körs kontinuerligt tills de explicit avslutas och producerar kontinuerligt en
dataström som resultat under tiden de är aktiva. Eftersom dataströmmar ofta
är mycket långa eller t.o.m. oändliga görs bearbetningen ofta över bara de
senast anlända mätvärdena i strömmen, så kallade strömfönster.
För att industriell utrustning såsom lastmaskiner och tillverkningssystem
skall kunna leverera en högkvalitativ service krävs att utrustningen kontinuerligt övervakas för att upptäcka och förutse fel. Allteftersom utrustningen
blir mer komplex investeras mer och mer FoU i att automatiskt upptäcka
onormalt beteende hos maskiner [55]. Till exempel har Volvo Construction
Equipment (VCE) installerat sensorer på sina L90F frontlastare för att övervaka tillståndet hos transmissionen. Data levereras från dessa sensorer via
CANBUS-protokollet, vilket är en standard för dataöverföring i realtid från
olika sorters maskiner. Relativt dyrbara statistiska analyser i realtid krävs för
att upptäcka och förutse onormalt beteende och att vidta åtgärder snabbt för
att reducera underhållskostnaden. När antalet övervakade maskiner blir stort,
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t.ex. 10000, blir det vidare viktigt att bearbetning skalar upp och fortfarande
kan utföras med korta fördröjningar.
Med den ansats som förslås i denna avhandling ses validering av maskinell utrustning som en speciell sorts kontinuerliga frågor som analyserar
strömmar från sensorer i termer av matematiska modeller och data lagrade i
en lokal databas inuti dataströmhanteringssystemet. Följande forskningsfrågor behandlas i avhandlingen:
1. Den övergripande forskningsfrågan är: Hur bör ett dataströmhanteringssystem designas för att möjliggöra skalbar validering av industriell utrustning?
2. Vilka sorters strömfönster behöver systemet tillhandahålla för skalbar validering av strömmar av mätvärden?
3. Vilken sorts mekanismer behövs för att specificera validering av dataströmmar på hög nivå?
4. Hur kan skalbar och effektiv dataströmvalidering implementeras?
För att besvara den första forskningsfrågan, har ett system som heter SVALI
(Stream VALIdator) utvecklats och som utvärderats för verkliga industriella
tillämpningar. Paper I beskriver SVALIs övergripande arkitektur och visar
hur det använts i praktiken för att upptäcka onormalt beteende hos industriell
utrustning i bruk.
Paper II presenterar olika sorters strömfönster och visar hur de är väl
lämpade för dataanalys i realtid, tillämpat på realtidsdata från verkliga fotbollsmatcher. Speciellt presenteras FEW-fönster som producerar strömmande mätvärden redan innan fullständiga fönster är klara. Användardefinierade
aggregeringsfunktioner tillåter kontinuerlig strömmande leverans av statistiska och andra sorters resultat. De nya typer av strömfönster som krävs för
industriell övervakning presenteras i Paper III. Behovet av olika sorters
strömfönster har lett till utvecklandet av en utbyggbar strömfönstermekanism i SVALI där användaren kan plugga in nya sorters strömfönster vid
behov. Detta besvarar den andra forskningsfrågan.
SVALI tillhandahåller två speciella systemfunktioner model-and-validate
och learn-and-validate för att specificera på en hög användarnivå kontinuerliga frågor uttryckta i termer av valideringsmodeller, som behandlas i Paper
I och Paper II. Valideringsmodellerna uttrycks som matematiska formler
över strömmande mätvärden. För utrustning där det är svårt eller omöjligt att
definiera en fysisk modell kan systemet i stället lära sig normalt uppträdande
genom att övervaka normalt fungerande utrustning i realtid under en träningsperiod. Detta besvarar den tredje forskningsfrågan.
Prestanda hos funktioner för att skapa strömfönster med användardefinierade aggregeringsfunktioner utvärderas i Paper II. Prestanda och skalbarhet
av parallellt exekverande valideringsfunktioner utvärderas i Paper III. Detta
besvarar den fjärde forskningsfrågan.
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Abstract. A stream validation system called SVALI is developed in order to
continuously validate correct behavior of industrial equipment. A functional
data model allows the user to define meta-data, analyses, and queries about
the monitored equipment in terms of types and functions. Two different approaches to validate that sensor readings in a data stream indicate correct
equipment behavior are supported: with the model-and-validate approach
anomalies are detected based on a physical model, while with learn-andvalidate anomalies are detected by comparing streaming data with a model
of normal behavior learnt during a training period. Both models are expressed on a high level using the functional data model and query language.
The experiments show that parallel stream processing enables SVALI to
scale very well with respect to system throughput and response time. The
paper is based on a real world application for wheel loader slippage detection at Volvo Construction Equipment implemented in SVALI.
Keywords. Data Stream Management, Distributed Stream Systems,
Data Stream Validation, Parallelization, Anomaly Detection
1

Introduction

Traditional database management systems (DBMSs) store data records persistently and enable execution of queries over the current state of the database on demand. This fits well for business applications such as bank and
accounting systems. However, in the last decades, more and more data is
generated in real-time, e.g. data from stock markets, real-time traffic control,
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human internet interactions, sensors installed on machines, etc. Such continuously generated data in real-time is called data streams. The rate at
which data streams are produced is often very high e.g. megabytes per second, which makes it infeasible to first store streaming data on disk and then
query it. Furthermore, business decisions and production systems rely on
short response times so the delay caused by first storing the data in a database before querying and analyzing it may be infeasible. For example, monitoring the healthiness of different components in industrial equipment requires the system to return the result within seconds. Data stream management systems (DSMSs), such as AURORA [1], STREAM [24], and SCSQ
[36], are designed to deal with this kind of applications. Instead of ad-hoc
queries over static tables, queries over streams are continuous queries (CQs)
since they are running until they are explicitly terminated and will produce a
result stream as long as they are active.
In order to deliver quality services for industrial equipment it should be
continuously monitored to detect and predict failures. As the complexity of
the equipment increases, more and more research is conducted to automatically and remotely detect the abnormal behavior of machines [30]. Volvo
Construction Equipment (Volvo CE) has installed a component called automatic transmission clutches to monitor the health of the clutch material of
their L90F wheel loaders. Various sensors measuring different signal variables are installed on the L90F machines and data from the sensors are delivered following the CANBUS protocol [12], which is an industry standard
protocol to communicate with the data buses in engines and other machines.
Statistical computations over the data are required in real-time to detect and
predict anomalies so that corresponding actions can be taken to reduce the
cost of maintenance. Furthermore, when the number of wheel loaders increases it is also important that the processing scales.
The Stream VALIdator (SVALI) system is a DSMS to efficiently validate
anomalies of measurements in data streams using CQs, e.g. to monitor correct behavior of equipment such as Volvo CE wheel loaders. Such validation
will involve defining as CQs more or less complex mathematical models that
identify and predict non-expected behaviors based on streams of measurements from sensors installed in the equipment. The CQs are natural to express as formulas involving functions and variables over numerical entities
such as numbers and vectors, i.e. domain calculus, rather than the traditional
tuple calculus based relational database model where variables range over
rows in tables. To facilitate complex mathematical models over sensored
numerical measurements, SVALI provides a functional data model where
CQs can be expressed as functions over sets, numbers, vectors, and streams.
Variables in SVALI queries can be bound to objects from any domain, i.e.
SVALI queries are based on an object-oriented and functional domain calculus. SVALI provides a library of built-in numerical vector and aggregate
functions to build the models. To utilize existing numerical libraries, SVALI
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is extensible by calling in queries foreign functions written in regular programming languages such as C, Java, or Python.
Analyzing data streaming from sensors on industrial equipment requires
low level interfaces capturing streaming measurements. In SVALI such interfaces can be defined as foreign functions called data stream wrappers,
which iteratively emit data stream elements into the system. For example,
the data stream wrapper for the sensors installed in the Volvo CE wheel
loaders is implemented as a C function that iteratively emits tuples of measurements received from the equipment based on the CANBUS protocol.
The contributions of the paper are:
1. It is shown how a functional data model can be used for defining
meta-data about industrial equipment of different kinds. Numerical
models are defined as functions that determine expected measured
values computed from streaming data, based on statistics about the
behavior of the monitored equipment. Validation models defined in
terms of functional meta-data identify deviations from expected behavior.
2. The monitored equipment is often geographically distributed. For
example, Volvo CE's wheel loaders are operating at remote excavations sites in different parts of the world. Therefore SVALI is a distributed DSMS where many SVALI peers communicating over
TCP/IP can be started up at different sites. Each peer produces reduced streams of non-expected measurements, which are continuously emitted to a central SVALI server where anomalies from
many sites are collected, combined, and analyzed.
3. To provide security it is required that the SVALI server at the monitoring center is protected behind a firewall and that all monitored
equipment is protected behind firewalls. Therefore the software onboard the equipment connects to a SVALI server as a client to register its data stream source. After the registration the on-board software starts emitting stream elements to the server.
4. It is important that the system scales with the number of monitored
machines and sites while validation in real-time can be performed
with low delays. To investigate the scalability of the system, many
instances of SVALI were run on a multi-core computer where the
number of received streams (i.e. number of monitored machines),
their stream rates, and the number of CQs were scaled.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the motivating application
scenario from Volvo CE followed by a detailed description of the SVALI
system in Section 3. In Section 4 the anomaly detection algorithm used by
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Volvo CE is described followed by the corresponding SVALI implementation. Section 5 describes the distributed setups for the application scenario.
Section 6 evaluates the scalability of the SVALI system. Section 7 presents
related work and, finally, conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 8.
2

Application Scenario

In the construction equipment business breakdown of component parts may
result in unnecessary stops in machines, leading to customer dissatisfaction.
To avoid unnecessary stops and breakdowns, methods to continuously monitor the equipment components, thus enabling proactive measures, predictive
maintenance, or graceful degradations, are crucial to the business. The automatic transmission clutches of the heavy duty equipment is a component
whose failure may be costly, hence, an on-board condition monitoring of the
clutches based on real time sensor data is desirable.
In automatic transmission, multiple wet clutches are used (Fig. 1). It consists of steel-core friction discs, separator discs, two shafts, a piston, and the
automatic trans-mission fluid (ATF), usually referred to as the lubricant [28].
The ATF is the main difference between a dry clutch and a wet clutch. The
multiple wet clutch pack is integrated with an electro-mechanical hydraulic
actuator, which controls the engagement and disengagement process [27].
The components of the electro-mechanical hydraulic actuator include a piston, a returning spring, a control valve, and an oil pump [27].

Fig. 1. A multiple wet clutch pack

The L90F Wheel Loader was slightly modified to replicate clutch slippage
by in-stalling manual needle valves on the pressure outlet for clutch one and
two. The driving was carried out on a steep uphill with one driver and with
similar driving style. The monitored CANBUS data are differential speed 1,
differential speed 2, output speed, turbine torque, turbine speed, and the
gearshift parameter.
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3

SVALI - Stream VALIdator

Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of the Stream VALIdator (SVALI) system.

Fig. 2. The SVALI architecture

In the figure data streams from different data sources are emitted to a
SVALI monitoring server. The monitoring server processes queries that
transform, combine, and analyze data from many different distributed data
sources. Application programs access the monitoring server to perform various analyses.
Each SVALI system manages its own main-memory SVALI database that
contains an ontology and local data. At each data source a site SVALI is running that manages data local to the source. The SVALI database in the monitoring server contains a global ontology describing meta-data about all kinds
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of monitored equipment, while the SVALI database at each site SVALI contains a local ontology describing the particular monitored equipment.
One kind of data source is data streams from wheel loaders, which are
streamed to the monitoring server through a SVALI peer via a CANBUS
interface. This kind of data source producing online streams is called a
streaming data source. The SVALI peer encapsulates a streaming data
source and a local ontology over which CQs are executed.
Another important kind of data source is CSV files containing logged data
streams from monitored equipment. Data streams logged in CSV files can be
played-back by SVALI and also streamed to the monitoring server.
Both local and global ontologies are organized in three levels, as illustrated by Fig. 2. The equipment model is a common meta-data model that
describes general properties common to all kinds of equipment, e.g. metadata about sensor models and wheel loaders. The data source model maps
raw data from a particular kind of data source to the common meta-data
model. The validation model identifies anomalies in each kind of monitored
equipment in terms of the data source and common meta-data models.
For example, the data source model of wheel loaders, the wheel loader
model, maps data from raw data streams and log files into the common metadata model. The validation model of wheel loaders includes a statistical
model that identifies clutch slippages based on streams from sensors monitored through a CANBUS interface.
To handle computations in CQs that cannot be expressed as built-in functions, the SVALI engine provides an algorithm plug-in mechanism. The
plug-in can be used to implement specific algorithms, like indexing, computations, matching, optimization, and classification functions. Plug-ins for
Python and Java engines are available so that algorithms written in these
languages can be accessed by SVALI without any changes to the original
code.
The applications are other systems accessing the monitoring server by
sending CQs to it through the SVALI external API. The application can be,
e.g., a visualizer that graphically displays data streams derived from malfunctioning equipment to indicate what is wrong, a query formulator [18]
with which CQs are constructed graphically, or a stream logger that saves
derived streams on disk.
3.1 The functional data model of SVALI
SVALI is built on top of the functional database management system AMOS

[17] extending it with stream primitives, windowing operators, and validation functionality.
The basic primitives of SVALI’s functional model are objects and functions. SVALI has two kinds of objects, literal and surrogate objects, where
literals are immutable objects like numbers and string while surrogate objects are mutable based OIDs (object IDs) managed by the system. Objects
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can also be collections, where one important kind of collections in SVALI is
called stream with the following properties: A stream is a sequence of
stream elements representing measurements where a time stamp defines
when the measurement was made. The stream elements are ordered by their
time stamps; streams are continuously extended, and can potentially be unbounded. A stream has a pace, which is determined by the time stamps of
the stream elements.
A query in SVALI defined through a query where variables can be bound
to objects from any domain and functions can be used in the condition.
Functions can be of three kinds:
Stored functions model attributes of entities and relationships between
entities.
2. Derived functions define rules or views as queries over other functions.
Derived functions are similar to views in relational DBMS, but can be
parameterized similar to prepared queries in JDBC.
3. Foreign functions are parameterized functions defined in external programming languages such as C, Java, or Python.
1.

Functions returning a stream as result are called stream functions. A CQ is
defined by executing a query calling stream functions. To illustrate how
regular queries and continuous queries can be defined, consider the simplified global meta-database in Figure 3 of the scenario in section 2.

Fig. 3. Simplified equipment meta-data model

The entity types Machine and Sensor are defined as following:
create type Machine;
create function name(Machine) -> Charstring as stored;
create function description(Machine)
-> Chartring as stored;
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create function manufacturer(Machine)
-> Charstring as stored;
create type Sensor;
create function name(Sensor) –> Charstring as stored;
create function onMachine(Sensor) -> Machine as stored;

For example, the following query returns the names of all sensors installed on a machine “L90F_A”:
select name(s) from Sensor s, Machine m
where onMachine(s) = m and name(m) = “L90F_A”;

To be able run the same query with different machine names, one can define the following derived function:
1 create function hasSensor(Charstring machineName)
-> Bag of Sensor
2
as select s from Sensor s, Machine m
3
where onMachine(s) = m and name(m) = machineName;

The query above is then expressed as hasSensor(“L90F_A”);
The signature of the function, hasSensors(Charstring machineName) ->
Bag of Sensor, on Line 1 specifies the argument and result types of the function. Line 2 and 3 are the implementation of the function, which specifies
how the result of the function should be returned based on the argument(s).
In this example, the function returns a multi-set (bag) of sensors installed in
machine machineName.
All functions modeling attributes of object are stored functions. Streams
can also be stored, for example:
create function producedStream(Sensor)
-> Stream of Vector of Number as stored;

The function producedStream returns a stream of vector of numbers, i.e. it
is a stored stream function. Here, what is stored is not the stream elements
themselves, but code that generates the elements of the stream, i.e. by receiving them through the CANBUS-wrapper. Queries can be defined on streams,
for example,
producedStream(hasSensor(“L90F_A”));

The elements are retrieved as soon as the system can compute them. For
example, the elements of a raw data stream of the CANBUS are delivered at
the same speed as the CANBUS stream wrapper emits them. However, buffering, communication, and windowing may distort the pace and cause bursty
result delivery, so SVALI does not guarantee that the measurements are returned in real-time at the same pace as the sources produce them.
To play-back a stream according to the pace specified by their timestamps,
use:
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playback(producedStream(hasSensor(“L90F_A”)));

In this case the system uses the difference in time between the time
stamps to determine when to deliver an emitted stream element to the user.
It is possible to make derived functions that return streams, for example:
create function machineStream(Charstring machineName)
-> Stream of Vector of Number
as producedStream(hasSensor(machineName));

machineStream() is a stream function that returns a stream of vectors of
numbers from a sensor installed on the named machine. The implementation
function calls the derived function hasSensor() and the stored stream function producedStream(). Executing machineStream(“L90F_A”) is another
example of a CQ.
One important data type in SVALI is called stream windows. Stream
windows are motivated by the idea that only the most recent stream elements
are of interest, e.g. only the most recent 100 elements (count windows) or
the steam elements during the last second (time windows). In SVALI, functions that take data streams as input and return streams of windows as output
are called window functions. There are several window functions in SVALI
that form different kinds of stream windows including the most common
ones such as count windows and time windows. New kinds of windows are
also supported by SVALI, e.g. predicate windows [33] and partition windows explained below. For example, count windows are formed by the function cwindowize(Stream s, Integer size, Integer slide) -> Stream of Window,
where s is the input stream, size is the number of stream element in the window, and slide defines how many elements will be expired when a new window is formed. The following CQ creates a stream of count windows with
size 4 and slide 2.
cwindowize(siota(1, 10), 4, 2);

siota(1, 10) is a stream function that generates a stream of integers from 1
to 10.
3.2 Validation functionality

In order to detect unexpected equipment behavior, a validation model defines the correctness of a type of equipment as a set of validation functions,
which for each validated stream from the equipment produces a validation
stream describing the difference between measured and expected behavior.
The validation model is stored as meta-data in the local database. Each tuple
in a validation stream has the format (ts, mv, x, …) where ts is the time of the
measurement, m is the measured value, and x is the expected value. In addition, application dependent values describing an anomaly are included in
each validation stream element. For example, a CANBUS stream contains
measurements of different kinds, so the validation stream elements include
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an identifier of the anomaly, called a signal identifier. The validation models
can also produce alert streams, whose elements are time stamped error messages describing the detected anomalies. Empty strings indicate normal behavior.
The validation functions can be executed per received element to test for
anomalies. This kind of validation is called instant validation. A simple example of this kind is, “the temperature of functioning equipment should not
exceed 90°C”.
Some monitoring is based on stream windows rather than individual
stream elements. In SVALI this is naturally handled since the result of a
window function is a stream of windows. For example, manufacturing often
is cyclic since the same behavior is repeated for each manufactured item.
Monitoring manufacturing cycles often is more meaningful than instant validations of the measurements during the cycle. This kind of validation requires the validation models be built based on stream windows and is called
window validation. For example, instead of validating the temperature of the
equipment within each time interval, the moving average of the temperature
during each manufacturing cycle is checked.
With model-and-validate, physical models are defined as functions that
map measured parameters to the monitoring variables based on physical
properties of the equipment. To detect anomalies, each element of a received
stream can be checked against the physical model of the equipment stored in
the local database. For example, in [33] a mathematical model is developed
estimating the expected normal power usage based on sensor readings in
stream elements. The mathematical model is expressed as derived functions
and installed in SVALI’s local database. The system provides a general
function, called model_n_validate(), which compares data elements in CQs
with the installed physical model and emits a validation stream of significant
deviations.
The system function has the following signature:
model_n_validate(Stream s, Function modelfn,
Function validatefn)
-> Stream of (Number ts, Object m, Object x, …)

The second input parameter, modelfn(Object r, …)-> Object x, is a function defining the physical model where an expected value x is defined in
terms of a received stream element e. The received stream element r can be,
e.g., a number, a vector, or a window. The expected value x can be a single
value or a collection of values specifying allowed properties of r. In particular, if r is a window containing many measurements, x can be a set of allowed values.
The function validatefn(Object r, Object x, …)->Bag of (Number ts,
Charstring mid, Object m) specifies whether a received stream element r is
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invalid compared to the expected value x as computed by the model function. In case r is invalid the validation function returns a set of pairs
(ts,mid,m) representing the time of each invalid measurement m named mid
detected in r.
The model function can also be a stored function populated by, e.g., mining historical data. In that case the reference model is first mined offline and
the computed parameters explicitly stored in the stored function modelfn()
passed to model_n_validate(). In this paper, the reference model of the wheel
loader scenario is learnt offline and then used by the validation function, as
explained below.
With learn-and-validate models are defined that dynamically adapt to received stream elements, for example based on statistical models collecting
data from the stream during learning phases where the behavior of the
equipment is guaranteed to be correct. Such kind of model is called a learnand-validate model. To automatically learn a model of correct equipment
behavior based on observed streaming data, the system provides the built-in
function learn_n_validate(). It records the actual behavior of the monitored
equipment and builds a statistical model based on the sampled correct behaviors. After the learning phase, the learnt model is used as the reference model
with which the streaming data will be compared. As model-and-validate, the
system emits a validation stream when significant deviations are detected.
The learn-n-validate function has the following signature:
learn_n_validate(Stream s, Function learnfn, Integer n,
Function validatefn)
-> Stream of (Number ts, Object m, Object e, …)

The learning function learnfn() builds the reference model on n sampled
stream elements. The advantage with learn-and-validate is that the statistics
is more up-to-date than with an offline model such as model-and-validate.
Also it does not require defining the physical model. Offline models may be
defined based on the comparing the online stream with historical data.
3.3 Extensibility
Parts of the data processing will require advanced computations such as numerical and statistical computations made in real-time over the data elements
streaming through SVALI. The numerical computations are often provided
as algorithms and packages implemented in some conventional programming language such as Java or C. Rather than having to re-implement the
algorithms in a new language, it should be possible to call packages implemented in a programming language from CQs without having to change the
implementations of the algorithms. To cope with this challenge, SVALI is
extensible by allowing for calling (dynamically linked) application dependent foreign functions implemented in some conventional programming lan65

guage. The foreign functions can be used in CQs as any other functions. The
algorithms themselves can be left unmodified and only a simple interface
code needs to be developed. There is a large library of system functions implemented as foreign functions in SVALI, e.g. for numerical, statistical,
stream, and set operations. Foreign functions provide the basic mechanism
for extending the system and to access external systems and data sources.
As an example, to use the built-in Python function floor(x) in CQs the following foreign function can be defined:
create function pyfloor(Number x) -> Real
as foreign 'py:math.floor';

The prefix py: indicates that the foreign language implementing the foreign
function pyfloor() is Python; the rest of the definition specifies that the function is implemented by the built-in Python function floor() in package math.
It is particularly simple to call foreign functions in Python since it is a very
powerful and interpreted, even though slow language. The foreign function
interfaces to Java and C require more programming. For maximal performance C should be used, which provides for highest achievable performance,
e.g. for FFT.
3.4 The stream uploader
For security reasons the SVALI server has to run on a computer separated by
a firewall from the monitored equipment. The firewall allows client applications to the SVALI server, not vice versa. This requires the data sources to
establish authorized connection to the SVALI server and then issue CQs and
SVALI commands to the server.

Fig. 4. Equipment Data Stream Monitoring Architecture
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Fig. 4 illustrates the equipment data stream monitoring architecture. On the
remote sites there are embedded SVALI source clients, running on-board the
wheel loaders, accessing local data streams via the CANBUS data stream
wrapper. The STREAM uploader is a SVALI component that executes a
local CQ which receives streaming data from the equipment. The CQ filters
and transforms the data stream before emitting it to the SVALI server. To
authenticate stream delivery to the SVALI server, the source client has to
first issue an authentication request. After authentication the system starts
on-line stream delivery to the SVALI server in real-time. The STREAM
uploader logs the uploaded measurements in temporary CSV files on the
server, which are simultaneously tailed by the SVALI server when one or
several CQs are activated. These CSV files also provide logs of the uploaded
data. The logs can either be automatically deleted by the system after some
time or uploaded to regular databases for further analyzes.
The uploaded streams are analyzed by application CQs accessing them in
terms of stream identifiers managed by the SVALI server. Client applications can access SVALI either through a CQ query editor [18] that allows
engineers to graphically specify CQs, or through client applications sending
CQs to SVALI for execution.
4

Functional anomaly detection

The theory behind the validation model used for monitoring wheel loaders is
based on a general statistical model to determine anomalies in streaming
data, presented next.
4.1 Higher Order Cumulant

Higher-order cumulants are useful in diverse applications for many years for
their ability to handle non-Gaussian processes [26]. Cumulants above the
third-order are regarded as higher order cumulants while lower order cumulants are from the third-order and below [13].
Higher-order cumulants are preferred instead of second-order for signals
corrupted with Gaussian measurement noise since they are blind to Gaussian
processes [21].
Cumulants and Moments are different terms [10].
The moment of an ergodic random process is given as
( )
=
= 1,2, …
[5]
=
where ( ) is the probability density function.
Moments defined about the mean are referred to as central moments [5].
The central moment of an ergodic random process is defined as
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where ́ is the mean and ( ) is the probability density function [5].
The first central moment is always zero, the second central moment is the
variance, and the third central moment is the skewness [10][21]. The first,
second and third order cumulants happens to be equal to the first, second and
third central moments, but the fourth order cumulant is not equal to the
fourth central moment but rather a complicated polynomial function of the
central moment [10][13][26].
Cumulants higher than the fourth order result in even much more mathematical complications [10].
The first, second, third and fourth order cumulants are defined as [21]:
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where the th-order cumulants is a function of -1 lags [21].
, ) is a higher order cumulant [13].
, ( ,
Kurtosis is based on the fourth order cumulant and thus a higher order
cumulant [9].The Kurtosis is the normalized fourth order cumulant about the
mean and it is given by
( ))
( ( )−
=
=
( )) )
( ( ( )−
where
is the fourth order cumulant and is the standard deviation [9].
The kurtosis gives an indication of the “peakedness” of a signal and the
tailedness of a probability density function. For a normal distribution the
kurtosis value is 3 but
− 3 = 0 is often used [9].
4.2 Implementation of Kurtosis in SVALI
The data is streamed to SVALI through in the format of vectors of numbers
called frames. Each frame is a tuple with the following format:
(ts, frameid, v1, v2 , … , vi)
ts is the time of the measurement. Each frame of type frameid measures a set
of signals, signals(frameid)= {sig1, sig2,…,sigi}, which are stored as metadata in SVALI. vi is the sensor reading of sigi in the frame. In the application
there are five types of frames, as in Table 1.
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Frame ID
10
11
2364542723
2364542467
15

Signals
ForwardPressure1, ForwardPressure2, MainPressure, ForwardPressure3
PressureR, RearTorque, FrontTorque
InputSpeed, TurbTorque, TrmOiltem, Shifting1To2, OffgSlipping, OngSlipping, Gear,
DirGear
DiffSpeed1, DiffSpeed2, TurbSpeed, OutgSpeed
OutputCoolerTemp
Table 1. Five types of frames

A value set vs(sig, w) is a set of values for a signal sig in a window w. In
order to analyze statistics about a set of observed signals named sigi ∈ SIG
in CQs, SVALI provides a function valueSets(SIG, w) that computes the
values sets of the signals named oi in window w, vs(sigi,w). On the value sets
different kinds of statistical aggregate functions can be applied, e.g. to determine anomalies in the values sets of SIG by using kurtosis.
In the application, the aggregate function kurtosis(V) computes a measure
of the peakedness of the probability distribution of the values in a value set
V. To determine anomalies of signals SIG detected in window w, the kurtosis
of vs(sigi,w) is compared with the expected maximum kurtosis emk(sigi) for
each signals sigi stored as meta-data. An anomaly is detected when kursosis(vs(sigi,w)) > emk(sigi) from some signal sigi measured by some frame
in window w.
Partition windows. In the Volvo wheel loader scenario, one important signal is the gear sensor reading which specifies the current gear of the wheel
loader. All the frames read from the sensors when the current gear does not
change are called one gear cycle and is defined as a partition window where
a new window is started when the gear changes. In general, partition windows in SVALI are defined based on the value changes of one or several
partition attributes of the stream elements. In the example the partition attribute is gear, which identifies the current gear. When partition attribute
values change, the previous window is emitted and new one is started. Partition windows are defined by the function partwindowize(Stream s, Function
partitionBy) -> Stream of Window. The partition function partitionBy(Object
o) -> Object p maps a received stream element o to p, where the value
change of p is used to partition the stream s to form stream windows.
In the Volvo wheel loader scenario, the partition function defines the gear
as the partition attribute, which is the 9th element in the frame.
create function gear(Vector of Number frame)
-> Number g as frame[8];
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The stream s is then partitioned into a stream of windows when the gear is
changed by the function partwindowize(s, #’gear’). To detect anomalies in
observed signals during each gear cycle, on each partition window the Kurtosis of each observed signal is calculated and compared with its maximum
allowed Kurtosis value. The validation over a CANBUS stream s is specified
by model_n_validate(s, #’allowedKurtosis’, #’anomalies’). The model function allowedKurtosis(Window pw) -> Bag of (Charstring sigi, Number ai)
returns a set of pairs (sigi, ai) representing the allowed Kurtosis ai of each
observed signal sigi in the partition window pw. The validation function
anomalies(Window pw, Bag of (Charstring sigi, Number a) exp) -> Bag of
(Number ts, Charstring sigj, Number mj) returns a set of triples (ts, sigj, mj),
indicating time stamped invalid measurements mj of signal sigj in pw.
The function allowedKurtosis() is defined as:
create function allowedKurtosis(Window pw)
->Bag of (Charstring sigi, Number ai)
as select sigi, maxAllowedKurtosis(sigi)
from Vector of Number vs
where vs = valueSet(sigi, pw);

The function maxAllowedKurtosis(Charstring sig) -> Number m is a
stored function returning the allowed Kurtosis m for a signal sig.
The function anomalies() is defined as:
create function anomalies(Window pw,
Bag of (Charstring sigi, Number ai) exp)
-> Bag of (Number ts, Charstring sig, Number mi)
as select ts(w), sigi, mi
where mi = measuredKurtosis(exp)
and (sigi, ai) in exp
and mi > ai;

The function returns the anomalies detected in pw by selecting the unexpected measured kurtosis values mi of signal sigi that exceeds the maximum
allowed value ai. The function measuredKurtosis(sigi, pw) returns the computed Kurtosis for signal sigi in pw. It is defined as:
create function measuredKurtosis(Charstring sigi,
Window pw)
-> Number mi
as kurtosis(valueSet(sigi, pw));

The function kurtosis(vs) of a value set vs is defined as:
create function kurtosis(Bag of Number vs) -> Number
as cumulant4(vs) / stdv(vs)^4;

where cumulant4() computes the 4th cumulate of value set vs:
create function cumulant4(Bag of Number vs) -> Number
as sum(select (e – avg(vs))^4
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from Number e
where e in vs);

A CQ that returns a stream containing invalid measurements for the wheel
loader named “L90F_A” is defined as:
select model_n_validate(gearcycles,#’allowedKurtosis’,
#’anomalies’)
from Stream of Window gearcycles
where gearcycles = partwindowize(
machineStream(“wheelLoaderA”),
#’partBy’);

The function partwindowize() produces a stream of windows for each
gear cycle on which model_n_validate() is applied using the above model.

5

Distributed equipment monitoring

Fig. 5 shows a typical configuration of SVALI in a distributed setting where
a number of wheel loaders are monitored to produce data streams transmitted
to a monitoring center where they are merged. Each wheel loader runs a
local SVALI system running the following CQ to produce a stream of gear
cycle windows from CANBUS channel 007 uploaded to the monitoring center “M1”:
upload(partwindowize(CANstream(007), #’gear’), “M1”);

Each site has an identifier which is sent to the monitoring center and there
stored in a function enumerating the monitored sites sites(Number id) ->
Charstring Name. The monitoring center identifies anomalies in any monitored machine by merging and validating the uploaded gear cycle window
streams from all the sites with the CQ:
select model_n_validate(gearCycles,#’allowedKurtosis’,
#’anomalies’)
from Stream of Window gearCycles
where gearCycles = merge(select streamFrom(site(i))
from Integer i);

The function streamFrom(Charstring site)->Stream returns the stream
uploaded from a given site. The merging is done asynchronously as new
tuples arrive from the sites while local queries produce streams of gear cycle
windows in parallel on each wheel loader. This is possible since SVALI
systems run both in the monitoring center and on each wheel loader. The
execution of local queries on each wheel loader furthermore gives local control on each for each site what data to send to the monitoring center. The
validation is done at the monitoring center. This is called central validation.
The local SVALI systems on each wheel loader enable parallel processing
of expensive functions. In particular also the expensive model_n_validate()
can be run in parallel on each wheel loader as illustrated by Fig. 6. This
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should improve the response and throughput of the validation. This is called
parallel validation. In this case the following CQ runs on each wheel loader:
upload(select model_n_validate(gearCycles,
#’allowedKurtosis’,
#’anomalies’)
from Stream of Window gearCycles
where gearCycles = partwindowize(CANstream(007),
#’gear’), “M1”);

The following CQ runs at the monitoring center which just merges the
validation stream from each site:
merge(select streamFrom(site(i)) from Integer i);

Monitoring center

Data source
windowize

SVALI cluster

...

validation

...

SVALI

Window merge

logged CSV stream

windowize

logged CSV stream
SVALI

Fig. 5. Central Validation

Data source

Monitoring center

windowize and validation

...

SVALI

...
windowize and validation

logged CSV stream

SVALI

Fig. 6. parallel validation
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merge alert messages

logged CSV stream

SVALI cluster

6

Evaluation

The two validation strategies are experimentally evaluated to investigate the
performance improvement by local SVALI validation on each site. For experimental purposes, we use logged CSV files from Volvo CE wheel loaders
to simulate online streams on each site. The number of validated wheel loaders is scaled up to 100 by starting a new SVALI instances on separate nodes.
The size of each recorded source data stream is around 40 MB (543917 tuples) having more than 500 partition windows. The result stream for validating the recorded source data consists of 1054 tuples, i.e. the data reduction is
about 99.81%. The experiments were made on a Dell PowerEdge R815
which has 4 CPUs with 16 2.3 GHz cores each. Both the processing capacity
of SVALI and the response times (delays) were measured for different experimental settings.
System Capacity
The purpose of the first experiment is to investigate the capacity of the system, i.e. how much data can be validated as the number of wheel loaders in
increased. In the experiment all of the recorded data was streamed to each
site SVALI at disk read speed, which is 201316 tuples/s (20 Mbytes/s per
site or 5 µs/tuple), and processed by SVALI with the model above using
central and parallel validation. The total throughput of processing the entire
recorded streams at full speed was measured in Fig. 7. The throughput of the
central validation on one core was around 3.5 Mbps. The throughput of parallel validation reached a maximum of 110 Mbps when the number of machines was more than the available number of cores, 64, since more than one
SVALI instance then have to run on the same core.

Fig. 7. Full speed streaming throughput
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Response time
First the average and maximum response times with central and parallel
validation were measured. Each wheel loader WLn , n = 1…N has a recorded
data stream Sn over which In partition windows are created by SVALI during
the processing. As in the linear road benchmark [4] the response time is defined as the difference between the time receiveTi when the stream element
is received by the DSMS and emitTi when the DSMS emits the result.
Maximum and average response times are calculated as following:
=

∑

∑

(

= max ( max (

−

)

−

))

∑

Scaling the number of monitored streams
All of the recorded data was streamed to each site SVALI at disk read speed,
i.e. 20 Mbytes/s per site or 5 µs/tuple, and validated with the model above
using both central and parallel validation. Both the average and maximum
validation times were measured in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Full speed streaming response time

Fig. 8 shows that parallel validation clearly outperforms the central one by
several orders of magnitude. The max response time with central validation
was much slower than the average and therefore not included in the diagram.
For parallel validation only, the maximum validation time is compared
with the average in Fig. 9. It shows that the average validation time increases
with a very small slope, while the maximum time increases faster, in particular when the number of machines exceeds the available number of cores, 64.
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The figure also shows that the average times are much lower than the maximum one, which means most of the validations are cheap with a few outliers.

Fig. 9. Full speed streaming parallel response time

Using actual stream rates
The previous experiment was conducted with a very high data rate per site
stream. In practice the stream rate is lower. We therefore measured the scalability of the system over the number of machines using the actual stream
rates. The streams are time stamped around each 5 ms / tuple and the playback() function was used, unlike in the first experiment.
Fig. 10 shows that in this case parallel validation also outperforms the
central one. With parallel validation the average response time stays almost
constant while it increases slowly when scaling the number of machines with
full speed validation. However, the central validation here performs comparably better, as illustrated by Fig. 11 that measures the improvement ratio of
central and parallel validation for the full speed and actual data rates. It
shows that the response time of central validation improves a lot with the
actual stream rate, which is because the playback function delays the delivery of the data streams and thus gives some room for the central server to do
the validation.
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Fig. 10. Playback stream average response time

Fig. 11. Improvement ratio between full speed and actual rates
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Scaling the site stream rates
To investigate how different site stream rates influence the validation
scalability, they were scaled from 1 ms to 10 ms per tuple while keeping the
number of machines constant at 100. As shown in Fig. 12 and 13, central
validation gets saturated when the stream rate is high while for parallel
validation both the maximum and average response times are virtually rate
independent as long as there are sufficient computational resources.

Fig. 12. Validate 100 machines with different arrival rates

Fig. 13. Validate 100 machines with different arrival rates

In conclusion, we show that the parallel validation in SVALI scales very
well w.r.t. response time, and system throughput when pushing expensive
computations as close to the source as possible. In the experiments parallel
validation has 0.09 second average response time, which is sufficient for our
application. Different from hard real-time systems, for equipment anomaly
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detection the average response time is much more important than the maximum as long as the overall stream process can keep up with the stream rate.
7

Related work

In the last decades, data stream processing has gained a lot of research interests. Several Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs) such as Aurora
[1], STREAM [24], have been developed based on modified relational data
models where variables in queries are bound to rows. By contrast, SVALI
uses a functional data model to express CQs where streams are first class
objects in domain calculus queries. Further-more, SVALI furthermore allows calling external libraries as foreign functions so that complex algorithms over data streams can be efficiently implemented and used in CQs.
Various research issues on outlier detection for data streams are discussed
in [29]. In our work, unexpected behavior of the equipment can also be seen
as outlier from normal behavior. Because data streams are online and dynamic, outlier detection in the stream context becomes fundamentally different than regular outlier detections, which often done in a store-and-process
fashion. In [29] previous work on stream outlier detection is categorized into
four major categories: (i) outlier detection over sliding windows [3][8][31]
[35], (ii) auto-regression [22] , (iii) data stream clustering [35], and (iv) statistical density functions over data stream elements [14][31][37]. Because
SVALI makes no difference between regular data types and stream objects,
anomaly detection using SVALI’s built in validation functions falls into the
first category. Our application, validating correct behavior of wheel loaders
with a Kurtosis-based statistical model is used, shows that the domain query
language of SVALI provides a powerful tool to express statistical and other
numerical functions in mathematical models that identify abnormal behavior
of the equipment. Hence, our work also belongs to the fourth category.
There are two main parallelization strategies for processing data streams.
One is to parallelize the continuous query execution plans [2][16], where
operators are placed on different compute nodes. The other is to partition the
input streams into sub-streams, on which CQs are applied [7][36] in parallel.
In SVALI, the latter strategy is used by parallelizing expensive validations
over the equipment sites. The very high reduction in streams data rates for
anomaly detection makes parallel validation particularly favorable.
In [34], the authors describe an approach resembling our Kurtosis model
for fault detection in locomotives as an add-on to the CBR diagnosis system
[32]. Like in our system, the signals are processed individually to detect an
anomaly and then fused together using another machine learning algorithm.
They use a non-parametric test to detect individual anomalies and a generalized regression neural network to combine the signals to one anomaly indication output. However, they do not describe how they integrate the CBR
system and the anomaly detection part, while we show how the functional
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data model of SVALI enables convenient integrated of data streams from
distributed equipment.
In other work on anomaly detection from equipment, e.g. by Tatsuhito et
al [23] Mäki et al [20], Marklund et al [19], Katsuhiro et al [15], Fatima et al
[11], Kazunari et al [25], Berglund [6], the anomaly detection is made in
test-rigs, but not in the actual heavy duty machines. In our application clutch
slippage detection and diagnoses are done on-board the equipment where
streams of sensors are processed on the machine by an extensible on-board
DSMS system using a CAN bus wrapper. The DSMS enables the anomaly
detection to be expressed on a very high level as CQs using a functional
anomaly detection model.
8

Conclusions and future work

We presented a general system, SVALI, to detect anomalies in data streams.
Anomalies in the behavior of heavy duty equipment stream are detected by
running SVALI on-board the machines. In SVALI anomaly detection rules
are expressed declaratively as continuous queries over mathematical/statistical models that match incoming streamed sensor readings against
an on-board database of normal readings.
To enable scalable validation of geographically distributed equipment,
SVALI is a distributed system where many SVALI instances can be started
and run in parallel on the equipment. Central analyses are made in a monitoring center where streams of detected anomalies are combined and analyzed.
The functional data model of SVALI provides definition of meta-data and
validations models in terms of typed functions. Continuous queries are expressed declaratively in terms of a domain calculus where streams are first
class objects. Furthermore, SVALI is an extensible system where functions
can be implemented using external libraries written in C, Java, and Python
without any modifications of the original code.
To control the transmission of equipment data streams to the monitoring
center, there is a firewall around the monitoring center. Therefore, the data
streams from the equipment are transmitted to the monitoring center using a
stream uploader, rather than accessing the sensored data in the inverse direction from the monitoring center.
To enable stream validation on a high level, the system provides two system validation functions, model_n_validate() and learn_n_validate().
model_n_valdiate() allows the user to define mathematical models based on
physical properties of the equipment to detect unexpected equipment behavior. The model can also be built using historical data and then stored in the
database as reference model. In the scenario from Volvo CE, the maximum
allowed Kurtosis is first built off-line and then used to detect clutch slippages of wheel loaders. By contrast, learn_n_validate() builds statistical
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model by sampling the stream on-line as it flows. The model can also be relearnt in order to keep updated, e.g. after every time units or amount of
stream elements.
Experimental results show that the distributed SVALI architecture enable
scalable monitoring and anomaly detection with low response times when
the number of monitored machines and their data stream rates increase. The
experiments were made using real data recorded in running equipment. The
experiments show that parallel validation where expensive computations are
done in the local SVALI peers has good response time and throughput.
The monitoring capability presented is further a necessary means for
monitoring large numbers, or fleets, of for instance vehicles or production
equipment etc. when customers are offered result- or availability-oriented
contracts. Examples of such offers are Industrial Product-Service Systems
and Functional Products, where the ability to act in a proactive manner and
conduct predictive maintenance based on facts are key [26].
A future work is to combine different kinds of data streams from different
equipment exploring more information of the stream of the same kind to
refine the model. New scalability challenges may come up w.r.t. stream
joins. Another direction is to analyze parallelization strategies when there are
shared computations between CQs over the same data stream.
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ABSTRACT
Our implementation of the DEBS 2013 Challenge is based on a scalable,
parallel, and extensible DSMS, which is capable of processing general continuous queries over high volume data streams with low delays. A mechanism to provide user defined incremental aggregate functions over sliding
windows of data streams provide real-time processing by emitting results
continuously with low delays. To further eliminate delays caused by time
critical operations, the system is extensible so that functions can be easily
written in some external programming language. The query language provides user defined parallelization primitives where the user can express queries specifying how high volume data streams are split and reduced into
lower volume parallel data streams. This enables expensive queries over data
streams to be executed in parallel based on application knowledge. Our OSindependent implementation was tested on several computers and achieves
the real-time requirement of the challenge on a regular PC.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems – Parallel databases, Query processing
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1

INTRODUCTION

Monitoring a soccer game requires a system than can process, in real-time,
large volumes of data to dynamically determine physical properties as they
appear. This requires a system having the following properties:
• To keep up with the very high data flow the system must deliver
high throughput while processing expensive computations over high
volume data.
•

Response in real-time requires continuous delivery of query results
with low latency.

•

Continuous identification of physical phenomena, such as moving
balls and players, requires complex spatio-temporal algebraic computations over windows.

Our EPIC (Extensible, Parallel, Incremental, and Continuous) DSMS provides very high throughput and low latency through parallelization, extensibility, and user defined incremental aggregation of windowed data streams.
The high level query language provides numerical data representations and
data stream windows as first class objects, which simplifies complex numerical computations over streaming data and enables automatic query optimization. To provide very high performance of low level numerical and
byte processing functions the system is easily extensible with user defined
functions over streams and numerical data, which allows accessing external
systems and plugging in time-critical user algorithms.
EPIC extends the SCSQ system [9] with several kinds of data stream
windows and incremental evaluation of user-defined aggregate functions
over the windows. In particular the window operator FEW (Frequently Emitting Windowizer) decouples the frequency of emitted tuples from a window’s slide.
To process expensive queries with high-throughput and low latency the
system provides application specific stream parallelization functions where
general distribution queries specify how to parallelize and reduce outgoing
data streams.

2

THE EPIC APPROACH

First FEW and its incremental user-define aggregation are presented in sections 2.1 and 2.2, and then the solution is outlined in section 2.3.
Figure 1 shows the overall data stream flow of the implementation. The
thickness of the arrows in all data flow diagrams in this paper correspond to
the relative volume of the data streams. Each node in the dataflow diagram is
a separate OS process, called a query processing node, in which a partial
continuous execution plan is running. The topology of the dataflow diagram
is completely expressed in the query language where it is possible to specify
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continuous sub-queries running in parallel [9]. The system automatically
creates OS processes running the execution plans of the sub-queries and the
communication channels between them (local TCP). In the Grand Challenge
implementation, the query processing nodes all run on the same computer
and the OS is responsible for assigning CPUs to the processes. The system
can also distribute query processing nodes over several computers but those
features are not used here.

Figure 1. High level data stream flow

2.1 Frequently Emitting Windowizer, FEW
EPIC provides window forming operators that support several kinds of windows, including time, count, and predicate windows [5][2][7]. The windows
are formed by window functions mapping streams to streams of objects of
type Window. For example, the window function
tWindowize(Stream s, Number length, Number stride)
-> Stream of Window ws

forms a stream ws of timed windows over a stream s where windows of
length time units (seconds) slide every stride time units. To avoid copying,
the windows are represented by pointers to their first and last elements.
When a window slides the pointers are updated.
A naive implementation of tWindowize() would emit tuples only when the
formed windows slide. This causes substantial delays, in particular for large
windows. For example, when forming a 10 minutes window, it is not practical to wait 10 minutes for the aggregation to be emitted. To be able to emit
aggregation results before a complete window is formed, we have introduced
a window function having a parameter ef, the emit frequency:
fewtWindowize(Stream s, Number length, Number stride,
Number ef)
-> Stream of Window pw

The window forming function fewtWindowize() forms partial time windows, pw, every ef time units. The emitted partial windows are landmark
sub-windows of the elements of the window being formed. When the formed
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window is complete it is emitted as well before it slides, and then the landmark is reset to the start time of the newly slided window.
The FEW windows are required when:
 The results must be emitted before the window is formed.
 The results must be emitted more often than the slide (not used in
this application).
2.2

User-defined incremental window aggregate functions

The windowing mechanism in EPIC supports incrementally evaluated user
defined aggregate functions [1][8]. These are defined by associating init(),
add(), and remove() functions with a user defined aggregate function:
 init() -> Object o_new creates a new aggregation object, o_new,
which is used for accumulating changes in a window.
 add(Object o_cur, Object e) -> Object o_nxt takes the current aggregation object o_cur and the current stream element e and returns
the updated aggregation object o_nxt.
 remove(Object o_cur, Object e_exp) -> Object o_nxt removes from
the current aggregation object o_cur the contribution of an element
e_exp that has expired from a window. It returns the updated o_nxt.
A user defined aggregate function is registered with the system function:
aggregate_function(Charstring agg_name, Charstring initfn, Charstring
addfn, Charstring removefn) -> Object
For example, the following shows how to define the aggregate function
mysum() over windows of numbers:
create function initsum() -> Number s as 0;
create function addsum(Number s_cur, Number e)
-> Number s_nxt as res + e;
create function removesum(Number s_cur, Number e_exp)
-> Number s_nxt as s_cur – e_exp;

These functions are registered to the system as the aggregate function mysum() by the function call:
aggregate_function(‘mysum’,’initsum’,’addsum’,’removesum’);

After the registration mysum() can be used in CQs as:
select mysum(w)
from Window w
where w in fewtWindowize(s, 10, 2, 1);

In this simple example the aggregation object is a single number. It can
also be arbitrary objects, including dictionaries (temporary tables) holding
sets of rows, which is used in the Challenge implementation to incrementally
maintain complex spatio-temporal aggregations.
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2.3

Solution outline

In Figure 1 the Event Reader node reads the full-game CSV file and produces the Game stream consisting of events for both balls and players. The
Event Reader then scales the time stamps by subtracting the start time. It
also transforms the position, velocity, and acceleration values to metric
scales. To avoid the Event Reader becoming a bottleneck it is implemented
as a foreign function in C. To speed up the communication we use binary
representation of all events communicated between query processing nodes,
while the input and output log files use the CSV format.
The Interrupt Reader node produces the Interrupt stream, which contains
referee interruptions, by reading and transforming the provided game interruptions files.
The DEBS Splitter node merges the two input streams based on the time
stamps in the streams and produces parallel input streams for the different
queries. It also filters out those event stream tuples of the Game stream that
are in-between game interruptions. The nodes Q1 Front End, Q2/Q4 Ball
Hitter, and Q3 Front End receive parallel data streams required for the four
Grand Challenge queries Q1-Q4. Q2 and Q4 share some downstream computations executed by Q2/Q4 Ball Hitter node.
In EPIC the splitstream() system function provides customizable distribution and transformation of stream tuples. The user can provide customizable
splitting logic as a distribution query over an incoming tuple that specifies
how a tuple is to be distributed, filtered and transformed.
The distribution query for the DEBS Splitter in Listing 1 is passed as an
argument to splitstream().
1 select i, ev from Integer i
2 where (i = 0 and isPlayer(ev)) or
3
(i = 1) or
4
(i = 2 and isPlayer(ev));

Listing 1. DEBS Splitter distribution query

The result of the query are pairs (i, ev) specifying that an incoming event
ev is to be sent to output stream number i. In the DEBS splitter distribution
query three output streams enumerated by i are specified. They produce the
corresponding streams Q1 Input, Q2/Q4 Input, and Q3 Input. The Boolean
function isPlayer(v) returns true if v is a player sensor reading.
To speed up the processing, shared computations are made in separate
nodes. In Figure 1 the Q1 Front End and the Q3 Front End nodes perform
stream preprocessing and reduction for queries 1 and 3, respectively, while
the Q2/Q4 Ball Hitter node detects hits to the ball needed by queries 2 and 4.
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2.3.1

Query Q1: Running Analysis

Figure 2 shows the topology of Q1. The aggregated running statistics for
different time windows are computed in parallel based on the common current running statistics produced by the Q1 Front End node. The stream containing player sensor readings is sent to the Q1 Front End node (see Listing
1), which produces the running statistics. The running statistics is then
broadcasted to four other nodes to compute the aggregated running statistics
of different time window lengths.

Figure 2. Query 1 data stream flow

2.3.1.1

Incremental maintenance of running statistics

In order to make the result more reliable for the current running statistics, we
first create a 1 s tumbling window and then calculate the statistics for each
player over that window. The window length 1 s was chosen experimentally
to produce stable results. Both running and aggregate statistics utilize user
defined aggregate functions to maintain arrays of the two types of statistics
for each player.
2.3.1.2

Current running statistics

For each incoming player sensor reading in the current 1 s window, the following statistics tuple for each player is incrementally maintained in an array:
(ts_start, ts_stop, pid, left_x_start, left_y_start, left_x_stop, left_y_stop,
right_x_start, right_y_start, right_y_stop, right_y_stop, sum_speed, count)
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The time stamp ts_start stores the first time when a sensor reading of player
pid arrives to the current window, while ts_stop stores the last sensor reading. The elements left_x_start, left_y_start, right_x_start, and right_y_start
are the position readings of the left and right foot of the player at time
ts_start, while left_x_stop, left_y_stop, right_x_stop, and right_y_stop are
the corresponding foot position readings at time ts_stop. To incrementally
calculate the average velocity the elements sum_speed and count are also
included. ts_start, left_x_start, left_y_start, right_x_start, and right_y_start
are updated only when the first sensor reading of the player pid arrives to the
window, while all the other elements are updated every time a sensor reading
of pid arrives. Here, no remove function is needed for the aggregation, since
we are maintaining a stream of tumbling windows where the statistic will be
re-initialized every time the window tumbles.
With the statistics above, the current running statistics for a given player
is calculated as the Euclidian distance between the average position of the
first and last update during the time window.
2.3.1.3

Aggregate running statistics

We have chosen to log the result tuple of Q1 in CSV format every 1 s since
the current running statistics are not emitted more often than once per second. Four FEW time windows were defined for aggregating running statistics with lengths 1 minute, 5 minutes, 20 minutes, and the entire game. All
windows slide and emit results every 1 s. FEW is critical for early emission
while the first windows are being formed.
Aggregate running statistics over the window are incrementally maintained in an array similar to current running statistics.
The stream from the Q1 Front End node contains the elements ts_start,
ts_stop, player_id, intensity, distance, and speed. The difference ts_stop –
ts_start is used to incrementally maintain the duration of a player being in
the corresponding running intensity class. Analogously, the moving distance
is maintained for the corresponding intensity classes by incrementally associating the incoming distance with the right intensity.
2.3.2

Query Q2: Ball Possession

Figure 3 shows the data flow of queries Q2 and Q4 combined. The Q2/Q4
input stream consists of player, ball, and interrupt sensor readings. The
Q2/Q4 Ball Hitter computes the Ball Hitter and the Ball streams. The Ball
Hitter stream contains ball hitter events, which occur when a player pid at
timestamp ts hits the ball. The Ball stream contains Ball Hitter events interleaved with ball sensor readings. The Q2/Q4 Ball Hitter node emits the Ball
stream to the Shot on Goals query processing node, which executes the final
stages of query Q4. The Ball Hitter stream contains only ball hitter events
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and is sent to the Player Possession node, which calculates and broadcasts
the same Player Ball Possession stream to four Team Possession query
processing nodes. The Team Possession nodes log every 10 s statistics of
team ball possessions for the two teams with the different window lengths: 1
minute, 5 minutes, 20 minutes, and a landmark window of the entire game.
As an alternative, we also measured reporting team possessions every 1 s
resulting in the same latency and throughput.

Figure 3. Query 2 and Query 4 data stream flow

2.3.2.1

The Q2/Q4 Ball Hitter query processing node

In order to compute a stream of ball hitters, we maintain acceleration of the
ball ballacc, its position bx, by, bz, the shortest distance from a player to the
ball sdist, and the player pid.
For every input ball sensor reading, the Q2/Q4 Ball Hitter node incrementally updates the ball acceleration and the ball position accordingly. When a
player sensor reading arrives, it incrementally maintains sdist.
A ball hitter event is emitted when both the following criteria hold:


C1: The ball acceleration reaches a predefined threshold: ballacc > 55 m / s2.



C2: The shortest distance sdist is within the player’s proximity: sdist < 1 m.

There are 36*200 player sensor readings per second. In addition, after being
hit, the ball acceleration remains high for a while, in particular before the
ball leaves the player’s proximity. Therefore, the two conditions C1 and C2
will hold for a short period of time within which several ball hitter events
could be reported for the same actual ball hit by the player. To avoid generating false ball hitter events, we employ a dropping policy to drop player
sensor readings occurring significantly later than the last report time. The
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dropping policy is expressed by the following query condition over a player
sensor reading v: ts(v)-lrts > epsilon;
Here, lrts is the latest timestamp when a ball hitter event was reported,
and epsilon is the minimum time period between two reports. Because Q4 is
more sensitive to the ball hitter events, we have empirically tuned this parameter to 0.2 s to get the best possible accuracy of Q4.
2.3.2.2

The Player Possession query processing node

The Player Possession node emits the Player Ball Possession (PBP) stream
consisting of the variables fts, pid, and hits, which state that the player pid
possessed the ball hits times, starting from first time the player hits the ball,
fts.
The Player Possession node increases the variable hits if a ball hitter
event bhe is from the same player pid. Otherwise, it will emit ball possession
events for player pid and then reset the variables. The total possession time
is the interval between the timestamps bhe and fts.
2.3.2.3

The Team Possession query processing nodes

There are four Team Possession nodes, each with different window length: 1
minute, 5 minutes, 20 minutes, and a landmark of the whole game. For the
received Player Ball Possession stream they compute team possession statistics as follows:
Incrementally calculate the sum of the ball possessions of all players in
each team when a corresponding player ball possession arrives.
When a report is logged, the following two percentages are calculated:
=

+
=

+

Here FEW windows are used to frequently report while the first windows are
being formed. For example, the results must be regularly delivered every 10
s while the team possession landmark window is being formed.
2.3.3

Query 4: Shot on Goal

The Shot on Goal node receives three different kinds of events in
the Ball stream:
• A ball hitter event marks a shot and contains a time stamp and the
pid of the shooting player.
• A ball event contains the current ball sensor reading.
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•

An interrupt event indicates a game interruption. It is good practice
to reset the shot detection when an interruption occurs.
Q4 shares detection of a ball hit with Q2. However, the logic for detecting a
shot is slightly different for the two queries: Q2 is specified stricter than
needed for Q4. To share computations this stricter logic is also used for Q4.
The operation of Q4 is straightforward; it is iteration over the Ball stream
to keep track of the state of a shot:
1 Wait for the next ball hitter event.
2 Check ball events until the ball has travelled one meter.
3 Return ball events as long as the ball is approaching the opposite
team’s goal.
The calculation of the ball direction uses basic linear algebra over the ball
sensor readings.
Gravity is accounted for to an extent. The expected time for the ball to
travel to the goal line is multiplied twice with the acceleration constant g,
and added to the height of the goal bar. The actual ball trajectory is not considered, but the current calculation should be an adequate approximation.
Using the Q2 requirements for detecting a ball hit has the drawback that
some events are not detected, such as the header at 12:19 in the second half
our example Game stream, since the ball is more than one meter away from
any sensor. Whether that is technically a “shot” is questionable.
Curve balls need special attention. For example, at 26:07 in the first half
there is a curve ball goal. In this case the direction of the ball is pointing
outside the goal posts, while the ball later curves inwards and comes to rest
inside the goal.
To handle curve balls we have introduced a state pending, indicating that
a shot is not yet dismissed, but could later become a shot on goal. The model
adds two meters of margin on both sides of the goal posts and the shot is
considered pending if it points in the direction of the margin area.
Bounces are considered as long as the direction of the bounce is within
the negative distance of the goal bar plus gravity. While the instructions do
not account for bounces at all, this limit should add some correctness to the
algebra.
Shots that are bounces, which we detect, are not included in the provided
list of shots on goal. In the second half of the game there are four shots on
goal that are bounces. They are at 4:11, 19:39, 24:36 and 29:29. Setting the
bounce threshold to zero, i.e. not considering bounces creates a result in
accordance to the specification. Viewing the video makes it apparent that the
specification is not correct in this regard.
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3.1.1

Query 3: Heat Map

In Query 3 a grid on the field is formed where the cells are numbered in row
order, for example from 0 to 6399 in a 64 X 100 grid. Given the position of a
player (x,y), the function cell_id(x,y,grid_size) returns the corresponding cell
number for a given grid size. Query results for lower resolution grids are
computed by aggregating the results for the higher resolution grids. Thus we
incrementally maintain the results only for the highest resolution.
Note that the results of longer windows cannot be built on top of the results from a shorter window. This is due to the 1 s stride parameter in all the
queries. For example, the 5 minute window can’t be built on top of the results produced by the 1 minute window, since the 5 minute window needs to
remove the contributions made to the statistics by the expired elements, i.e.
the elements with the time stamp ts – 300 s, where ts is the current time
stamp. Those elements are too old to be in the 1 minute window. Nevertheless, the definition of longer windows in terms of shorter ones could have
been utilized if the stride was one minute instead of the one second stride in
the Challenge specification.
3.1.1.1

Q3 Front End

Figure 4 shows the dataflow diagram for query Q3. The Q3 Front End node
produces the One Second HeatMap (OSHM) stream by forming 1 s tumbling
windows over the incoming tuples. Thereby incremental user defined aggregate functions are used to maintain statistics per second in a table heamap1s(pid, cell_id, ts, cnt) local per window. Here ts is the latest time stamp
player pid has been present in the cell identified by cell_id cell identifier in
the highest resolution grid (64 X 100). cnt is the total number of sensor readings for player pid in the cell in the current window.

Figure 4. Query 3 data stream flow

The OSHM stream is produced by emitting all the rows accumulated in the
table during the past second.
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The Q3 Front End significantly reduces the stream volume by summarizing it. It receives 200 tuples per second from 36 sensors, in total 7200 tuples/second. It emits at maximum the total number of cells all the players
have been present in the highest grid resolution during one second, which is
about 70 tuples per second, i.e. a factor 10 reductions in stream flow.
3.1.1.2

Q3 query nodes

The OSHM stream is broadcasted to four Q3 query nodes Q3 1 Min, Q3 5
Min, Q3 10 Min, and Q3 Landmark. These nodes run parallel CQs over time
windows with lengths 1, 5, 10 minutes, and whole game, respectively. The
windows are formed by the FEW window specification fewtWindowize(oshm, length, 1, 1), where length is 60s, 300s, 600s and the whole
game duration, respectively. The stride and the emit frequency are both 1 s.
The emit frequency is needed so that sub-windows are emitted while the
window is being formed the first time.
Similar to Q3 Front End, the Q3 query nodes incrementally maintain user
defined aggregates by updating the following local tables inside each window as the input stream elements arrive:
heatmap(pid, cell_id, ts, cnt)
sensor_count(pid, total_cnt)

In table heatmap, the attribute cell_id is the cell player pid has been present in, ts is the latest time player pid was in the cell, cnt is the number of
times the player has been present in the cell. To enable translation of cnt into
percentages per cell, the Q3 query nodes also maintain total_cnt per player,
which stores the total number of position reports in all cells for a given
player during the window in question.
Since Q3 query nodes only maintain the statistics for the highest resolution in a given window length, at reporting time they compute lower resolutions by aggregating grid cells per player to fill the bigger cells in the higher
resolutions.
The Q3 query nodes log the output CSV streams to files. Since each Q3
query nodes cover all grid settings in a given window size, the produced log
files contains output stream elements for more than one grid setting. We use
the following grid identifiers to tag streams per grid: 6400 for 64 X 100,
1600 for 32 X 50, 400 for 16*25, and 104 for 8 X 13 grid setting.
The size of these log files is huge (ca 400,000 rows/s) since they cover all
movements between grid cells over several very long windows. Here it becomes important to use SSD as storage medium, which is fast at writing big
blocks in parallel, while disk arm movements for writing different log files
has been observed to slow down the entire system throughput with a factor
of around two.
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4

PERFORMANCE

The performance of our implementation is measured based on both throughput and delay. The throughput was measured as the total execution time per
query and for all queries in parallel over the entire game. The latency was
measured by propagating the system wall clock of the entry time of the latest
event contributing to each result tuple. The delay was calculated by subtracting the propagated entry time from the wall time when a result tuple is delivered. The throughput is measured per query while the latency is measured
per output stream.
The experiments are run on a VMware virtual machine with Windows
Server 2008 R2 x64, running on a laptop with the following specifications:
Dell Latitude E6530, CPU: Intel Core i7-3720QM @2.60 GHz, RAM: 8 GB,
Hard Disk Device: ST500LX003-1AC15G, OS: Windows 7 64-bit.
Figure 5 illustrates the throughput of the individual queries as well as all
queries running together. Queries Q1, Q2, and Q4 take around 5 minutes to
finish separately, while Q3 takes considerably longer time, which is mainly
due to intensive report computations in the Q3 query nodes. To investigate
the log writing time, Q3 and the all queries columns have a watermark indicating how much time it takes to execute them without logging to disk,
showing that this takes around 35 % of the Q3 alone time and 25 % of all
queries together. We also investigated whether it would be favorable to parallelize the logging of the result stream for Q3 query nodes, but that turned
out to be slower in our current environment.

Figure 5. Performance

Since all queries run in parallel according to the dataflow diagrams, running
all of them together takes approximately the same time as running the slowest one, Q3.
Figure 6 shows the average delay per output stream while running all queries together. Notice that Q2 and Q4 are time critical queries since they im97

mediately report real-time phenomena. By contrast Q1 and Q3 report delayed statistics aggregated over time.
The VMware virtual machine containing our implementation of the Grand
Challenge can be downloaded from http://udbl2.it.uu.se/DEBS/. There is
also a zip archive that can be run on any Windows machine.

Figure 6. Delays

5

RELATED WORK

In the stream processing community, there has been a lot of work for developing query languages over data streams [5]. [7] introduced a formal specification of different kinds of windows over data streams and provided a taxonomy of window variants. The notation of report (emit) frequency was
proposed in SECRET [2] without any actual implementation. SECRET is a
descriptive model to help users understand the result of window-based queries from different stream processing engines. Esper [4] also allows a report
frequency but does not have user defined window aggregate functions. Furthermore Esper’s sliding window model is different from FEW because the
slides are triggered by window content changes rather than explicitly specified time periods.
To efficiently calculate the aggregate result over long windows with small
strides, [6] and [1] use delta computations to reduce the latency and the
memory usage. The focus of [8] is to extend a DSMS with online data mining facilities by user defined aggregate functions over windows. The implementation described in this paper shows that EPIC is general enough to define very complicated user defined aggregations as functions while in [1] and
[8] the aggregates are defined as updates.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

We have addressed the Grand Challenge by expressing continuous queries in
a high level language that supports incremental evaluation of aggregate functions over windows and frequently emitting windowing. We meet the realtime requirements of the real-time queries on a virtual machine running on a
laptop. The extensibility of the query engine was used for supporting high
throughput and low latency of time critical operations.
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ABSTRACT
An approach is developed where functions are used in a data stream management system to continuously validate data streaming from industrial
equipment based on mathematical models of the expected behavior of the
equipment. The models are expressed declaratively using a data stream
query language. To validate and detect abnormality in data streams, a model
can be defined either as an analytical model in terms of functions over sensor
measurements or be based on learning a statistical model of the expected
behavior of the streams during training sessions. It is shown how parallel
data stream processing enables equipment validation based on expensive
models while scaling the number of sensor streams without causing increasing delays. The paper presents two demonstrators based on industrial cases
and scenarios where the approach has been implemented.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems – Parallel databases, Query processing
Keywords
Equipment Monitoring; data stream management system; data stream validation; parallelization; anomaly detection.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Emerging business scenarios such as provision of total care products, product service systems (PSS), industrial product-service-systems (IPS2), and
functional products [3] [4] [5] [14] [15] imply needs to efficiently monitor,
verify and validate the functionality of a delivered product in use. This can
be done with regard to pre-defined criteria, e.g. productivity, reliability, sustainability, and quality. A functional product in this context means an integrated provision of hardware, software and services.
In case of machining several factors and dependencies have to be considered, which in turn means that data (e.g. in-process data) from the machining
process, information (e.g. about cutting tools), and knowledge (e.g. physical
models), from several domains have to be captured, combined and analyzed
in a comprehensive knowledge integration framework that includes quality
assurance of data, validation of models, learning capabilities, and verification of functionality [10]. A considerable challenge is to scale up data analysis for handling huge amount of equipment.
In this context novel software technologies are needed to efficiently process and analyze the large data streams, in particular related to in-process
activities, and to facilitate the steps towards increased automation of the
related processes.
In manufacturing industry, equipment such as machine controllers and
various sensors are installed. This equipment measure and generate data
during the machining process, i.e. in-process. Depending on the case a huge
amount of parameters (e.g. power, torque, etc.) at different sample rates
(ranging from a couple of HZ to 20 kHZ) need to be processed. Processing
data streams from controllers and sensors is critical for monitoring the functional product in use. For instance, the parameters related to the power consumption could help the engineers to analyze the process, compare different
application strategies, monitor and maintain the hardware e.g. to get an indication of the degree of tool-wear or when a tool needs to be replaced or machine maintenance is required.
Often a mathematical model of the process can be developed, e.g. to calculate the expected power consumption and detect abnormal behavior. In
other cases, when there is no such model pre-defined, a model can be learned
based on observing sensor readings during training sessions. This requires a
general approach to define the correct behavior of the equipment either analytically or statistically.
Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs), such as Aurora [1] and
STREAM [16], process continuous queries, CQs, over data streams that
filter, analyze, and transform the data streams. A simple CQ can be: “give
me the sensor id and the power consumption whenever the power is greater
than 100W”. However, detecting abnormal behavior in equipment often
involves advanced computations based on knowledge about the machining
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process, e.g. theoretical models of the equipment’s behavior, rather than just
simple numerical comparisons in a query condition. An advanced CQ could
be: “given a power consumption model computing the theoretical expected
power consumption at any point in time, give me the sensor id whenever the
difference between the actual power consumption and the theoretical expected power on the average is greater than 10W during 1 second.”
To enable general stream validation based on mathematical models, the
system called SVALI (Stream VALIdator) was developed and used in industrial applications. The system provides the following facilities:
Users can define and install their own analytical models inside the DSMS
to validate correct behavior of the data streams. The models are expressed as
side-effect free functions (formulae) over streamed data values.
For applications where no theoretical model can be easily defined, the
system can also dynamically learn a model based on some existing observed
correct behavior and then use that learned model for subsequent validation.
SVALI is a distributed DSMS extending SCSQ [22] with validation functionality. Many SVALI nodes can be started on different compute nodes.
The distributed SVALI architecture enables processing of validations in
parallel without causing unacceptable delays by the often expensive computations, as shown in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the architecture of a
SVALI node is presented. Section 3 presents two general strategies for
stream validations in SVALI called model-and-validate and learn-andvalidate, illustrated by real-life industrial examples. Section 4 presents results from simulations on how the parallelization enables scalable processing
of expensive validation functions in the applications, and Section 5 discusses
related work. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and outlines future work.
2

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the SVALI system. Different kinds of data
streams are collected from stream sources of sensor readings. SVALI is an
extensible DSMS where new kinds of stream sources can be plugged in by
defining stream wrappers. A stream wrapper is an interface that continuously reads a raw data stream and emits the read events to the SVALI kernel.
On top of the stream wrappers, equipment specific stream models over raw
data streams analyze the received stream tuples to validate that different
kinds of equipment behave correctly. A stream model is a function over either individual stream tuples or over windows of stream tuples. Stream models are passed as a parameter to the stream validator that applies the models
to produce validation streams where deviations from correct behavior are
indicated.
The main-memory local database stores meta-data about the streams such
as stream models, tolerance thresholds, collected statistics, etc.
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For validating streaming data using an analytical stream model the system
provides a second order function, called model_n_validate(). It validates data
streaming from sensors on a set of machines based on a stream model function and emits a validation stream of significant deviations for malfunctioning machines.
It is also possible to automatically build at run-time a model of correct
behavior based on observed correct streaming data using another second
order function called learn_n_validate(). During a learning phase it computes statistics of correct behavior of the monitored equipment based on a
user provided statistical model. After the learning phase the collected statistics is stored in the local database and used as the reference with which the
streaming data will be compared. As for model-and-validate, the system will
emit a validation stream when significant deviations from normal behavior
are detected.
The validation streams can be used in CQs. For example, in Figure 1 CQ1
is used as input to a visualizer of incorrect power consumption and CQ2 is a
stream of alert messages signaling abnormal power consumption.
It is possible to dynamically modify the validation models while a validating CQ is running by sending update commands from the application to the
local database. For instance, it is possible to change some threshold parameter used in an analytical model for a particular kind of machine, which will
immediately change the behavior of the running validation function.
Usually the process of validation of a single machine’s behavior depends
on data streaming only from that particular machine combined with data in
the local database. The overall detected abnormal behaviors are then collected by merging the individual machines’ validation streams. For such
CQs, the system automatically parallelizes the execution so that each compute node executes validation functions for a single data stream source independent of streams from other machinery. The system then merges the validation streams before delivering the result to the application. All the nodes
contain the same database schema of machine installations and meta-data
such as thresholds used in validation models. In the paper it is shown that
this parallelization strategy outperforms validation on a single node and enables the delay caused by the monitoring of many machines to be bounded.
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Figure 1. System Architecture

3

MODEL BASED VALIDATION

The functionalities of the two kinds of model based validation methods in
SVALI are described along with examples of how they are applied on industrial equipment in use.
3.1

Model-and-validate

When the expected value can be estimated based on an analytical stream
model, it is defined as a function which is passed as a parameter to the general second order function called model_n_validate() that has the following
signature:
model_n_validate (Bag of Stream s, Function modelfn,
Function validatefn)
-> Stream of (Number ts, Object m, Object x)

The user defined stream model function, modelfn(Object e)->Object x,
specifies how to compute the expected value x based on a stream element e.
A stream element can be a single stream tuple or a window of tuples.
The user defined validation function, validatefn(Object r, Object x)>(Number ts, Object m), specifies whether a received stream element r is
invalid compared to the expected value x as computed by the model func107

tion. In case r is invalid the validation function returns the ts time stamped
invalid measurement m in r.
The element of the validation stream returned by model-and-validate() are
tuples (ts, m, x), where ts and m are computed by the validation function and
x is computed by the model function.
CQs specification involving model-and-validate calls are sent to a SVALI
server as a text string for dynamic execution. It is up to the SVALI server to
determine how to execute the CQs in an efficient way. In particular SVALI
transparently parallelizes the execution to minimize the delay caused by
executing expensive validation functions.
3.1.1

Demonstrator 1

This section demonstrates how model-and-validate is used to validate the
power consumption in an industrial case based on a milling scenario. The
case, including the framework, meta-data, models, a cutting tool, a machine
tool, related equipment to capture the needed in-process data, and a stream
server called CORENET was provided by Sandvik Coromant. The streaming
process data used in this demonstrator was simulated using real recorded
process data from Sandvik Coromant. To be specific, the data was collected
from a MoriSeiki 5000 with a Fanuc control system that was equipped with
the Kistler sensor system 9255B, and DMG with a Siemens control system.
The difference between running CORENET with a recorded file compared
to CORENET with connection to a machine is just a matter of configuration.
In this paper a consistent behavior was needed to evaluate the performance
and therefore it was of benefit to use recorded data from earlier machining
attempts.
Figure 2 illustrates how the milling process was performed. The parameters in Table 1 describe the milling process. Tool working engagement is
denoted by ae feed per tooth by fz, maximum chip thickness by hex, cutting
depth by ap cutting speed by vc and the number of cutting edges by zc.

Figure 2. The side milling process
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Table 1. Parameters that measured

ae
[mm]
2
3

fz
[mm/tooth]
0.0756
0.0641

hex
[mm]
0.05
0.05

ap
[mm]
20
20

vc
[m/min]
200
200

zc
4
4
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The following parameters are stored in the SVALI local database as metadata for a specific milling model:

= 1950,

= 0.25

The user installs the validation model expressed as functions as shown in
Table 2 applied on the JSON objects r received in the stream from the
equipment called “mill1”:
Table 2. Functions installed in SVALI
Corresponding function
installed in SVALI

Model
360 ⋅ sin( )

ℎ =

⋅

=

⋅ cos
⋅ℎ

.

1−

⋅

2⋅

⋅ 1−

100

measured power
consumption
=

∙

∙
∙

∙ ∙ ∙
∙ 60 ∙ 10

Create function hm(Record r)
->Number
as 2*pi()*sin(90*pi()/180)*ae(r)*fz(r) /
(pi()*dcap(r)* acos(1-2*ae(r)/dcap(r)));
create function kc(Record r)
->Number
as kc1(“mill1”)*(hm(r)^-0.25)
* (1-mc(“mill1”)/100);
create function measuredPower(Record r)
-> Number
as r[“power”];
create function expectedPower(Record r)
-> Number
as (ap(r)*ae(r)*fz(r)*vc(r)*zt(r)* kc(r))/
(pi() * dcap(r) * 60000);
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The validation function is defined as:
create function validatePower(Record r, Number x)
-> (Number ts, Number m)
as select ts, m
where m = measuredPower(r)
and abs(x - m) > th(“mill1”);

The function th(Chartsring k) is a table of validation thresholds for each
kind of machine k stored in the local database. After the model is installed in
the SVALI server, a CQ validating a single JSON stream delivered from host
“h1” on port 1337 is expressed as:
select model_n_validate(bagof(input), #'expectedPower',
#’validatePower’)
from Stream input
where input = corenetJsonWrapper("h1", 1337);

Here, the wrapper function corenetJsonWrapper() interfaces a data stream
server called “Corenet” delivering JSON objects to SVALI.
3.2 Learn-and-validate
In cases where a mathematical model of the normal behavior is not easily
obtained the system provides an alternative validation mechanism to learn
the expected behavior by dynamically building a statistical reference model
based on sampled normal behavior measured during the first n stream elements in a stream. Once the reference model has been learned it is used to
validate the rest of the stream. This is called learn-and-validate and is implemented by a stream function with the following signature:
learn_n_validate(Bag of Stream s, Function learnfn,
Integer n, Function validatefn)
-> Stream of (Number ts, Object m, Object e)

The learning function, learnfn(Vector of Object f)->Object x, specifies
how to collect statistics x, the reference model, of expected behavior, based
on a sequence f of the n first streams elements.
As for model-and-validate, the validation function, validatefn(Object r,
Object x)->(Number ts, Object m), returns a pair (ts, m) whenever a measured value m in r is invalid at time ts compared to the reference value x returned by the learning function.
The function learn_n_validate() returns a validation stream of tuples (ts,
m, x) with time stamp ts, measured value m, and the expected value x according to the reference model learned from the first n normally behaving stream
elements.
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3.2.1

Demonstrator 2

This part demonstrates how learn-and-validate has been applied in an industrial case, based on a cyclical manufacturing scenario. The case was provided by Sandvik Coromant, including the framework, methods, meta-data,
needed systems, equipment, and the generated in-process data [2]. The
streaming process data used in this demonstrator was simulated in the same
way as in Demonstrator 1.
In Figure 3, the blue curve shows the normal behavior of one cycle where
the x-axis is time and the y-axis is the measured power consumption. Continuous processing will lead to a certain degree of wear of the equipment.
The wear rate is computed by the difference in power consumption between
cycles. When the wear rate exceeds an upper limit, indicated by the red
curve in the figure, the tool is worn out and should be replaced. Data for this
demonstrator
was
logged
using
a
system
from
Artis
(http://www.artis.de/en/), the visualization in Figure x was also generated
using that system.

Figure 3. Cyclic behavior curve

The raw cyclic data streams is in this case represented by JSON records
[“id”:id, “trigger”:tr, “time”:ts, “value”:val] where ts is a time stamp, id
indicates the identity of a particular machine process, tr indicates whether
the cycle starts or stops, and val is the measured sensor reading to be validated.
The value tr is set by the monitored equipment to 1 when a window starts
and 0 when it stops. Such windows with dynamic extents are in SVALI represented as predicate windows. Traditional time or count windows cannot be
used to identify the cycles when the logic or physical size of the cycle is
unknown beforehand and is dependent on a predicate, as in our example. As
discussed in 3.4.3, SVALI provides a predicate window forming operator
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pwindowize(Stream s, Function start, Function stop)->Stream of Window
that creates a stream of windows based on two predicates (Boolean functions) called the window start condition and the window stop condition. In
this demonstrator, the start and stop condition is defined as:
create function cycleStart(Record s) -> Boolean
as s[“trigger”] = 1;
create function cycleStop(Record s, Record r) -> Boolean
as r[“trigger”] = 0 and s[“trigger”] = 1;

In our example, pwindowize() is used to build the reference model from
the first two cycles of predicate windows. Analogous to the first demonstrator, the CQ validates a JSON stream delivered from host “h2” on port 1338
based on learn-and-validate. It is expressed as:
select learn_n_validate(bagof(sw), #’learnCycle’, 2,
#’validateCycle’)
from Stream s, Stream sw
where s= corenetJsonWrapper("h2", 1338) and
sw = pwindowize(s, #’cycleStart’, #’cycleStop’);

Learning function: In our example the learning function computes the average power consumption of the n first windows f in the stream. It has the
definition:
create function learnCycle(Vector of Window f)
-> Vector of Number
as navg(select extractPowerW(w) from Window w where w in f);

The function navg(Bag of Vector)->Vector returns the average vector of a
set of numerical vectors normalized for possibly different lengths. The function extractPowerW(Window w)->Vector x extracts a vector of the power
consumptions of each element in window w. It has the definition:
create function extractPowerW(Window w)
-> Vector of Number
as window2vector(w, #’extractPower’);

The function extractPower() is defined as:
create function extractPower(Record r)
-> Number as r[“val”];

The system function window2vector(Window w, Function fe)->Vector f
creates a new vector f by applying the function fe(Object e)->Object on each
element in window w.
Validation function: To validate the current stream window, we first extract
the power consumption for the current window as a vector and then compare
the extracted vector with the learned vector. This is defined as:
create function validateCycle(Window w, Vector e)
-> (Number ts, Vector of Number m)
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as select timestamp(w), m
where neuclid(e, m) > th(“machine2”)
and m = extractPowerW(w);

The function neuclid(Vector x, Vector y)->Number returns the Euclidean
distance between x and y normalized for different lengths.
4

PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENTS

To analyze the performance of stream validation in SVALI, the performance
of model_n_validate() was measured for a set of streams with varying stream
rates. Scale-up is simulated by generating many simulated streams with different time offsets based on the raw data provided by Sandvik Coromant.
The number of machines is scaled up by increasing the set of streams. The
scalability of two queries was investigated:
•

Q1: Given the analytical model for the power consumption of a machine process above, produce a validation stream per event of those
machines where the power exceeds a threshold 1.2.

•

Q2: Given the analytical model for the power consumption of a machine process, produce a validation stream of those machines where
the power on average exceeds a threshold 1.2 for 0.1 seconds.

Query Q1 is the example query defined in Sec 3.1.1. Query Q2 uses the following second order functions measuredPower(), expectedPower() and validatePower():
create function measuredPower(Window r)
-> Vector of Number m
as window2vector(r, #'measuredPower');
create function expectedPower(Window r)
-> Vector of Number x
as window2vector(r, #'expectedPower');
create function validatePower(Window r, Vector of Number x)
-> (Number ts, Vector of Number m)
as select ts(r), m
where m = measuredPower(r)
and neuclid(m, x) > th("mill1");

Given these three functions, query Q2 validating a bag of streams bsw of
0.1 second windows is defined as:
model_n_validate(bsw,#’expectedPower’,#’validatePower’);

By simulation, the number of machines is scaled up to 100. Each machine
emits a data stream during 30 seconds. To simulate the impact of the performance of streams of different stream rates, the element rate of each
stream was randomly chosen between 1 and 10 ms. The validations were
done both centrally and in parallel. Central validation first merges streams
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from all machine processes and then validates them in one process, while
parallel validation assigns an independent SVALI process per stream source
and then merges the validation streams in a separate process. The parallelization strategy is chosen by the model_n_validate() function.
The experiments were made on a Dell NUMA computer PowerEdge
R815 featuring 4 CPUs with 16 2.3 GHz cores each. OS: Scientific Linux
release 6.2 (Carbon). All simulated stream sources and SVALI nodes run as
UNIX processes.
The selectivity of the CQs is defined as the relative stream volume of outgoing tuples from SVALI compared with the incoming ones. Table 3 shows
the selectivity of the two queries. The selectivity of the two cases are slightly
different because of the randomness in the simulation based on the real data.
selectivity Q1

selectivity Q2

central validation

14.5%

3.4%

parallel validation

15%

3.5%

Table 3. Query selectivity

Average response time (sec)

Response time of the validation is measured since low latency is critical
because decisions are made when the abnormalities are detected.
For the simple query Q1 Figure 4 shows the average delay (response
time) per event caused by SVALI as the number of machines is increased,
measured by recording the time when each event arrives to SVALI compared with the time when SVALI emits the corresponding processed event.
It shows that Q1 has fast response time but still increases with the number of
machines. By contrast parallel validation stays around 0.2 ms as the number
of monitored machines increases.
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Figure 4. Average response time for Q1
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120

For expensive validations of complex queries like Q2, Figure 5 shows that
the central validation does not scale, while the parallel approach remains
within bound, i.e. from 1 ms to 2 ms. We also continue increasing the number of simulated machines to explore the capability of our NUMA computer
of parallel validation of Q2. In our experiment environment, our system is
efficient to handle up to 450 simulated machines.
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Figure 5. Average response time for Q2
Both figures show that central validation is slightly faster than the parallel
one when the number of machines is small. This is due to the overhead of
starting an extra independent validation process for each machine.
In conclusion, central validation does not scale with the number of machines in particular when validation is expensive, while parallel processing
enables scalable validation as long as there are sufficient resources to do the
processing.
5

RELATED WORK

This paper complements other work on data stream processing [1] [7] [9]
[16] [17] [22] by introducing a general approach to validate normal behavior
of streams with non-trivial validation functions.
Several applications of anomaly detection are discussed in [6], such as intrusion detection [8] [11], medical and public health anomaly detection [13]
[20] [21], industrial damage detection [12] and so on. Our work belongs to
the area of industrial damage detection, i.e. monitoring the behavior of industrial components. Jakubek and Strasser [12] use Neural Networks with
ellipsoidal basis functions to monitor a large number of measurements with
as few parameters as possible in the automotive field. By contrast, SVALI
provides general functionality for monitoring streams from a large number
of equipment in parallel, based on plugging in general models.
An adaptive runtime anomaly prediction system called ALERT [19] was
developed for large scale hosting infrastructures. The aim was to provide a
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context aware anomaly prediction model with good prediction accuracy.
Rather than anomaly prediction, we mainly focused on supporting online
anomaly detection that requires more strict response time. The data streams
analyzed in [19] have a fairly low arrival rate, i.e. one sample every 2 seconds and one sample every 10 seconds. By contrast, we show that our system can handle many streams with much higher arrival rates.
Di Wang et al. [20] proposed an active complex event processing system
in a hospital environment, where rules are triggered by state changes of the
system during CQ processing. In our system, validation models are stored in
the SVALI local database and can be modified dynamically by update commands from the application side.
The main focus of [23] is time series data stream aggregate monitoring,
while our approach is providing a flexible stream validation framework that
can be applied on both individual event monitoring, where only latest event
is of interest for processing, and aggregate monitoring, where window aggregation is required for the analysis. This is based on the fact that our
stream validation operator treats both raw stream and windowed stream
equally.
6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Two general strategies were presented to validate streams from industrial
equipment, called model-and-validate and learn-and-validate, respectively.
Model-and-validate is based on explicitly specifying an analytical model of
expected behavior, which is compared with actual measured data stream
elements. Learn-and-validate dynamically builds a statistical model based on
a set of observed correct behavior in streams. We show that the approach is
applicable in an industrial setting on real industrial data from real industrial
machines.
In our SVALI system, continuous queries validating that equipment behaves correctly are defined declaratively in term of validation functions that
are sent to a server, which generates a parallel execution plan to enable scalable computation of validation streams. The experiments show that parallel
execution scales better than a central implementation of model-and-validate
when increasing the number of streams from monitored machines.
Investigating parallelization of learn-and-validate is future work. Another
interesting future work is to regularly refine the learnt model. Furthermore,
the impact of complex model functions on the strategy chosen should be
investigated, for instance, to validate streaming data based on trends of
measured equipment behavior over time. This can be handled by defining
complex model functions that compute trends over time rather than the actual expected measurements. This may involve new scalability challenges.
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